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THE TREATMENT OF THE RESURRECTION STORY 
IN LITURGY AND RELIGIOUS DRAMA 
* * * 
Chapter One: The Meaning and Form of the Resurrection Story 
A The Easter story and Christian worship 
1 The resurrection the focus of Christian faith 
2 Early observance of the festival 
3 Drama the natural expression of Easter truth 
B The essentials of drama met in the Gospel story 
1 As to motive power - mighty emotions used 
2 As to technique 
a Action 
b Dialogue 
c Characterization 
C Drama in its relation to religion 
1 The Mass essentially dramatic 
2 Natural affinity, historically, between religion 
and drama 
3 Easter liturgy the source of West-European drama 
Cha~ter Two: Symbolic Treatment in the Liturgy 
A Early modifications of the Gregorian antiphonarium 
1 Addition of wordless melodies 
2 Trope-writing 
3 The classic "Quem Quaeritis" 
a Text 
b Authorship 
c Date 
B The earliest English drama - specimen quoted 
1 Process of development 
2 Dramatic characteristics here represented 
a Definite mise-en-scene 
b Action, symbolic 
c Impersonation 
c More elaborate form in 13th century MS., Latin 
1 The action sketched 
2 Characteristics noted 
a Song and speech combined 
b Much original composition 
c Choir participating 
d Emot ional values 
e Elaborated technique 
1) 
;~ 
D Enter the vernacular 
More characters 
Differentiation in costume 
Clearer stage sett ing 
1 Manuscript of a Third Mary's part, Shrewsbury Fragment 
a Built around the liturgy 
b Liturgical parts in Latin, and sung 
c Original additions in English, explanatory 
E The Digby Mystery of the Resurrection 
l \Vhy included here; liturgical core 
a "Quem Quaeritis" in English 
b Easter Sequence in Latin; quoted verbatim 
2 Technique of the play 
a Great length 
b Highly subjective 
c Skillful use of related Scripture 
d Extra-Scriptural additions 
e Appeal to the feelings 
f Sense for contrast 
g Poetic struct~e, illustrated by quotation 
F Summary concerning dramatic outgrowths of the liturgy 
Chapter Three: Objective Realism in the Cycle Plays of the Middle 
Ages 
A The birth of the Mysteries 
1 Popularizing of the sacred play 
2 Impulse given by the institution of Corpus Christi 
3 The four great eyeles: York, Towneley, Chester, Coventry 
4 Attitude of the Church toward such performances 
5 Attitude of the people and manner of performance 
B Common elements in the technique of the Resurrection plays 
1 Objectivity in treatment 
2 Common incidents selected for treatment 
C Criticism of texts 
1 The York Plays 
a Fidelity and skill in the use 
b Feeling for action 
c Flexibility of stanza scheme 
d Weakness in characterization 
e Motivation 
f Defects of the second play 
2 The Towneley ·Play 
a Similarity with the York play 
b Points of contrast 
c Unique monologue of Jesus 
d Estimate of the play 
3 The ~~ester Play 
a Sketch of the action 
, b Inferiority dramatically 
c Use of chosen stanza form 
d Characterization co~nended 
of Scripture 
e The voice of the churchman in the play 
4 The Coventry Playa 
a Unique features 
b Sketch of the action, with particular reference 
to these, and quotations 
c General estimate· ~ 
D Total impression of the cycle plays 
a Essential truthfulness 
b Abiding worth 
Chapter ~: The Passing of Religious Drama and Its Return; 
Contemporary Resurrection Drama 
A Apparent antagonism of religion and drama; fallacy 
1 Fate of the medieval Mysteries 
2 Puritan hostility toward all drama 
3 Three centuries of silence 
4 Religious drama returned through the secular stage 
5 Potential usefulness of the drama in the Church 
6 Present needs 
a Devoted artists 
b Elevated standards 
B Modern treatments of the Resurrection story 
1 Good Friday by John Masefield 
a Action sketched 
b Emotional value 
c Poetic and dramatic skill combined 
2 The Terrible Meek by Charles Rann Kennedy 
-- -
a Demands in the way of "atmosphere" 
b The theme and its treatment 
c Weakness of its didacticism 
d Offensiveness of vernacular 
S Sheer poetic beauty in passages of strong 
emotion 
3 Thy Kingdom Come by Florence Converse 
a Action sketched 
b Appreciation of the play 
1) Sincerity; simplicity; truthfulness 
2) Usableness 
c Difficulties in crude soldier vernacular 
4 
d Excerpts illustrating both beauty and marred 
beauty 
4 Plays written from the practical viewpoint 
a All mediocre 
b Nature of iievitable difficulties 
c Popularity of certain inferior plays 
1) The Dawning by Lyman Bayard 
a) Appreciation of its service 
M b) Adverse criticism 
2) The~ by Mary P. Hamlin 
a) Character of the play 
b) Why acceptable and serviceable 
5 The Easter drama of.the future 
a Church and drama to meet on the plane 
of sincerity 
5 
b service to be rendered by the drama of Easter 
1) Plays for the vestry, products of 
large constructive imagination 
2) Dramatic forms suitable for the 
worship service proper 
3) Pageant form 
o Agencies to be engaged in this resurrection 
of Resurrection drama 
1) Local church promoters 
2) Experts on the field, directing 
large-sca~e drama 
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3).· Itinerant companies ) Experiment centers in institutions 
d Peculiar fitness~of drama for the church's 
needs, past and present 
Chapter I 
The Meaning and Form of the Resurrection Story 
·* * * 
In the resurrection of Jesus the Christ is found 
the core of the Christ ian faith. There are those for whom 
such a faith must be a mockery apart from the belief in the 
risen Lord as a literal, concrete reality, proclaimed by 
heaven-sent angels and manifested as well in his own repeated 
post-resurrection appearances. There are others for wh om the 
divergentJ unharmonized stories of the four evangelist s a re 
sh~dows only of a vast spiritual reality too great for them 
and too great for us, its essence the deathlessness of Love 
Incarnate. But t h e truth - however viewed, however conveyed -
is deeply significant. The Christian's Lord is a living Lord. 
His earth~life bore the seal of Eternity. For Him there was, 
there is, no death. This is the message which has been de-
clared by the Church from earliest times and rightly given 
in its worship a place of prime importance. For the period 
prior to 300 A. D. accurate information as to the nature of 
the Pascha is lacking. But positive evidences from the later 
time assure us that the fasting of the days preceding Easter 
ended in a festival of the most joyous character, uniting the 
delights of nature 1 s awakening with the holy exultation of the 
redeemed. It was a day of days, and its services were full 
of solemn meaning, the Eucharist being celebrated and the rites 
of baptism and confirmation administered. Nor was the observ-
ance confined to the Sabbath. It began commonly · with the 
Paschal Vigils on Saturday, for the faithful were wont to be-
lieve that the Lord would return during this season of watch-
ing. Beautifully symbolic of this faith was the free use of 
candles, sign of the Light of the World, lighted at the altar 
and carried into the street and into the homes. Later gener-
ations elaborated and standardized the form of the celebra-
tion. Still later ones revised and simplified it. But the 
fundamental truth has been the same in all generations. The 
Christ who is the Lord is a living, glorified Christ. Over 
Love Incarnate there is no superior power, not even Death 
itself. He is risen. 
The natural basis for the expression of this truth 
in worship is, of course, the Scripture dealing with the sub-
ject of the Resurrection. If the form of such expression may 
be thought to be governed, equally naturally, by the charac-
ter of the Scripture presentation, then the dramatic elements· 
in the celebration of Easter need no further justification. 
For here indeed is a story instinct with drama! - the heroic 
martyrdom of a blameless young Rabbi; the grief of a heart-
broken mother, a group of baffled and bewildered disciples, 
and a legion of fearful-hearted friends; the remorse of a 
Roman centurion, confessing all reluctantly "Truly this was 
the Son of God!" the cou.xageous loyalty of Joseph of Arimathaea; 
the apprehensive fears of Pilate and the priests; the reverent 
awe of the women at the tomb; and their tmnult of mingled feel-
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ings as they go forth with incredulous joy to carry the news, 
"He is risenl" Certainly the motive power for great drama 
is here. Now, how has this power been used, technically 
speaking? 
A brief survey suffices to show that from this point 
of view as well we are here provided with dramatic material. 
The very intensity of the emotion has reduced the narrative 
almost to its lowest terms - a linked series of adequately 
motivated actions, treated with restraint born of deep sin-
cerity. This is true of all four of the accounts given upon 
which the Church has been privileged to draw for its presenta-
tion of the Resurrection story, and here too we may use their 
combined resources. There is the closing scene of Calvary's 
shame, with a Roman centurion near the cross and Galilean 
women at a distance alike confessing their sense of the over-
whelming tragedy just enacted. There is the single scene 
which all the evangelists agree in presenting - the picture 
of Joseph of Arimathaea, first as he makes his bold req~est 
of the ruler who had condemned his master to death, second 
as he lovingly bestows that precious body in a new tomb such 
as only wealth could provide while again the devoted women 
stand watching by. We see the angel-guarded tomb on the 
Sabbath morning, when the faithful women draw near in grief 
but are sent away in joy, with a glad commission to be the 
first bearers of Heaven's good news. And if we follow the 
account of John, we see further the incredulous disciples 
as they come for confirmation of news too good to be true 
and finally Mary Magdalene as she lingers beside the empty 
tomb and is rewarded with the sight of her risen Lord. There 
is no extravagance in expression, no wealth of subjective de-
tail. Even Matthew, who tells of the earthquake and the open-
ing of the tombs at the Lord's death and of the earthquake 
and the descent of the dazzling angel at His arising, does 
s o in clear objective terms, without studied impressiveness. 
It is his graphic story wh ich gives us two unique scenes fre-
quently used in early Easter drama, the conclave of those in 
authority which ends in the sealing of the tomb, and tbe sim-
ilar gathering of chief priests and elders after their plans 
have been foiled and there is nothing to do but to bribe the 
soldiers to circulate a f alse story which shall protect the 
reputation of the authorities. 
Clearly, the Resurrection story is not lacking in 
emotion, the dynamic of drama, nor in action, the most funda-
mental factor in dramatic technique. Better still, and rarer, 
this action has the enfolding veil of "atmosphere". How 
simply and convincingly t~e tragic event is given its reli-
gious significance by the rending of the temple veil! What 
an air of expectant mystery is created by setting the events 
of Easter morning in the dusk of the early dawn! And how 
could a dramatist, with a free field, do better than to stage 
his scenes of overmastering, triumphant joy against the back-
ground of a rock-bound tomb? There is more than one touch in 
this nAive story to feed the dramatic imagination. 
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Finally, coming to tha t feature of the drama which 
is popularly thought of as fundan1ental in its technique, we 
find besides action, dialogue. True, it is one-sided dia-
logue (if the paradox be pardoned) except in the Fourth 
Gospel, which is unique in its account of Mary :iagdalene ' s 
individual experience. But the reason is clear. Th e angel 
speaks - or the angels sp eak, as the case may be; "Be not 
amazed; ye seek Jesus, the Nazarene, who hath been cruci-
fied; he is risen; he is not here; behold the place where 
they laid h im! But go, tell his disciples and Peter, He goeth 
before you into Galilee: There shall ye see h im, as he said 
unto you." The answer is no audibl e one. It is the trembling 
astonishment with which the awed women flee .from the tomb. 
Matthew records another bit of direct speech as Jesus himself 
meets with the ~vomen on their way from the tomb, w·ith his 
greeting "All hai l If, Here the response is their mute wor-
ship at his sacred feet. What could better meet t h e demands 
of drrunatic appropriateness? Fuller conversation appears in 
John's account, where Mary Magdalene, having seen the tomb 
empty, is plunged into still deeper grief and is granted the 
consolation of an angel message. Two angels speak: "Woman, 
why weepest thou?". "Because they have taken away my J..Jord", 
she replies through her tears, "and I know not where they have 
laid him." Then as she turns., her blinded eyes see Jesus, but 
she addresses him mistakenly as the gardener when in answer to 
his gracious question, 11 Vloman, why weepest thou? Whom seek est 
thou? she begs, "Sir, if thou hast borne him hence, tell me 
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where thou has laid him, and I will take him a\vay 11 • The moment 
for revelation has come, and the Lord declares himself in the 
uttering of her name, "Mary". Her ecstatic response is equa l-
ly simple- 11Rabboni". And the conversation continues with 
his enigmatic words, "Touch me not; for I am not yet ascended 
unto my Father 11 , concluding with the vvelcome comr1and, "Go 
unto my brethren, and say to t h em, I ascend unto my Father 
and your Father, and my God and your God". 
Here and there in these narratives of the evangel-
ists we find also traces of characterization, a quality in-
creasingly apparent as the drama develops from its primitive 
to its higher forms. This is most cl:3arly marked in the 
Magdalene incident just reviewed, where she "from wh om he had 
cast out seven demons" is shown as experiencing the most poig-
nant sorrow and as receiving anew the best that Divine Love 
can offer. It appears again in John 1 s story when the dis-
ciples, Peter and John, run to the tomb. John arrives first 
but satisfies himself with looking into the tomb until the 
i mpulsive Peter has boldly entered. The same evangelist re-
cords the fact that the man who co-operated with Joseph of 
Arimathaea in giving loving care to the body of Jesus was the 
same Nicodemus "who at first came to him by night". And if 
we follow the story further, we will be introduced to Thomas 
the doubter. But aside from these touches given by the intro-
spective John there is little in the Gospel story to differ-
entiate the characters in a definite way. 11 The women" are 
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a group and act as such. "The disciples" are anoth er. 11 The 
guard" acts as a unit. Luke's two angels unite in giving 
their message. Pilate is named but hardly characteri zed . 
The first three accounts are indeed much impressed with the 
centurion at the cross and the loyal .Joseph of Arimat haea, 
but it is fair to remark that the Scripture story i s weakest 
in that element which represents the highest refineJ:Y.ent of 
drmaatic technique and strongest in that which is fundament-
al~ namely action. 
The Resurrection story, thenJ embodies the central 
fact of the Christian faith, and, studied at its source, is 
seen to hold , in more or less developed form, all the essen-
tials of drama, both as to motive and as to technique. Place 
beside this fact a brief consideration of the central act of 
early Christian worship, the Mass . Here too is something 
essentially dramatic. Before the eyes of the worshippers 
to whose ears the Latin words convey no meaning there are 
performed such acts, there are displayed such symbols, as will 
fittingly represent the original atoning sacrifice. Th e wh ole 
observance is invested with an atmosphere which fosters rever-
ent awe, mystic contemplation. Solemn processional adds its 
peculiar effectiveness, and in the choir's antiphonal sing-
ing there is definite pre-suggestion of dialogued speech. It 
is scarcely surprising t hat the dr amatic possibilities of the 
Mass have been developed historica lly in connection with the 
observance of Easter. Nor need one wonder that in tracing 
the treatment of the Resurrection story he finds himself led 
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back by way of the Latin liturgy of the Western church to the 
very springs of all European drama. History gives ample test-
imony to a natural affinity between religion and drama. In 
the East, evidence may be dravm from China and Japan, from · 
India, and pre-eminently from Greece, where the leading the-
atre was the temple of Dionysus, and the performances offered 
to, and urged upon, the public were jealously guarded by law 
against profanement. In the West the story is different. 
Christianity, seeking to be a powerful leavening force in the 
corrupt social order of Roman domination, stood firm against 
the degenerate shows then presented and in her opposition re-
pudiated all drama a ·s well as other forms of art and culture. 
But while the progress of the story is different the testimony 
of history is unaffected. The alliance of religion and drama 
is not so thwarted. For even as the Church issued her male-
dictions upon the pagan festivals she was unconsciously pre-
paring a blessing for the head of her own offspring, the new 
drama of the West, to be born upon her altar-steps and reared 
within her own sacred precincts under the guidance of her ovvn 
devoted clergy • . The process of that development was a long and 
significant one, not the least interesting feature being the 
exquisite irony of the situation. But the present treatment 
must limit itself to the progressive unfolding of the possibil-
ities latent within the Resurrection story itself, as shown in 
the Latin liturgy and in the English drama to which it gave 
rise. 
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Chapter II 
Symbolic Treatment in the Liturgy 
* * * 
It has already been observed that the Resurrection 
stor y of the Scripture, wh i le narrative rather than dramatic 
in its total form, still contains all the requisite element s 
of drama. We have further seen in the celebration of the Ma s s 
a variety of dramatic features susceptible of being worked in-
to a unity. It is in the converging of these two lines of 
dramatic tendency that there is brought into existence the 
Liturgical Drama. 
The Gregorian antiphonarium ruled unaltered and su-
preme until the ninth century, when daring original spirits 
began to amplify it by introducing new melodies, wordless ones, 
designed to be sung to vowel-sounds alone. The next step of 
daring was the composing of texts, or tropes, to fit these 
melodies. Five centuries of trope-writing, definitely pro-
moted, produced many compositions which are now of interest 
only to the musical antiquarian. There is one, however, which 
possesses unique interest for the student of English drama 
and carries with it peculiar significance for the present dis-
cussion, for it is attached to the Easter Mass. Like many 
others, it is appended to the Introit of the Mass, which is 
sung as the celebrant approaches the altar. In its primitive 
form it is a simple four-line dialogue modelled upon the text 
of Mark 16: 
Quem quaeritis in sepulchre, Christicolae? 
Jesum No.zarenum crucifixum, · o caelicolae. 
Non est hie: surrexit sicut praedixerat 
Ite, nuntiate quia surrexit de sepulchre. 
But this "simplest form" i s determined by abstraction, not 
disc overed in manuscript. So appropriate, so appealing, so 
suggestive, was this little trope from t he pen of an unknown 
author, that it was used as t he basis f or many, many modifi-
cations of the Easter Mass, t hrough which can be traced a pro-
gressive tendency toward real drama . The earliest extant text 
of the "Quem quaeritis", so-called, · comes from the monastery 
of st. Gall and is dated 933-936, but there is reason to 
think that this is not the original. Perhaps the origina l was 
the work of Tutilo~ who is known to have produced tropes of 
real worth as early as thi s. However , our main interes t is 
not in its date or authorship but in the genesis of Easter 
drama. 
Carl Lange, whose critical eye has surveyed no less 
tha 224 specimens of Easter liturgies found in Germany, France, 
Italy, Holland, and Spain, as well as in England, finds no 
evidence of dramatic intent in the original compo sition of this 
little dialoglle. It was designed, he would as sert, for ant i-
phonal u~e by choirs or half-choirs in process ional. But its 
suggestion was irresistible. Later arra.ngements assigned the 
parts to smaller groups who stepped out from their places in 
the choir to carry on the conversation; a still further move 
was made when the words of the angel and the replies of the 
women were chanted by individual persons ; and then ccune a 
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variety of elaborations designed to make an interesting and 
meaningful spectacle for t h e worshippers . iVi th those modi-
ficati ons wh ich are simply enlar gements of t h e dia-logue t h e 
student of drama has but little concern. Real interest begins 
where the altar is consciously used as the stage set ting , ac-
cepted as symbolizing the tomb of Christ, and when the clerics 
at t h e altar and those in the a isle are definitely i mpersonat-
ing respectively the angel or angels and the mourning \Vomen 
a preaching the re s ting-place of the Lord. When -this stage 
is reached, one is not surpr ised to find that the sp i r it of 
drama has embodied itself in illustrative action, and t h e result 
is such a drama in parvo as the following: 
v1nile t he thil·d lesson i s being chanted, let four 
brothers vest t hemsel ves, one of wh om, vested in an alb, 
enters as if to do somethi::1g , and, in an inconspicuous 
way , approach es the place where the sepulchre is, and 
there holding a palm in h is hand, s its qui et . ~ile 
t h e third respond is chanted, let the three oth ers ap-
proach, all a like vested in copes, bearing t huribles 
(censers) with inc ense in their hands , and, with hesi-
tat ing s teps , in the semblance of persons seekin some-
th ing, let them come before the p lace of the sepulchre . 
These things are done, indeed, in representation of t l. e 
angel sitting within the t ~:Jmb and of the wo 1en ~'h o c ame 
vr i t h spic es to anoint the body of Jesus. vrnen, ther e-
fore, he who is seated sees the three approaching as if 
wandering about and seeking something , let him begin to 
sing melodiously and in a voice moderately loud 
Wn om seek ye at t h e sepulchre, 0 Chr istians? 
When t his has been sung to the end, let the three re spond 
in unison, 
Jesus of Nazareth) t he crucified, 
0 heavenly one. 
Th en he, 
He is not here; he has risen, as was foretold. 
Go ye, announc ing t hat he has risen frorn the dead. 
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Upon the utt erance of this command, let the three turn 
to the choir and say, 
Alleluia ! the Lord is risen. 
This said, let him, st ill remaining seated, say, a~ if 
calling them back, the antiphon, 
Come , ~nd see the place where the Lord lay. 
Alleluia, Alleluia! 
Having said th is, however, let him ri~e and l ift the veil, 
and show them the place empty of the cross, but the clothes, 
only , laid there with which the cro ss was wrapped. rnen 
they see this, let them set down the thuribles that they 
have carried wi thin that same sepulchre, and take up the 
cloth and hold it up before the clergy, and, as if in tes-
timony that the Lord has risen and is not now wrapped there-
in, l et them sing the anti.phon: 
The Lord has risen from the tomb, 
m1o for us was crucified , 
and let them lay the cloth upon th e altar. The antiphon 
finish ed, let the prior, rejoicing with them in the tri-
umph of our King, in that, death vanqui shed, he has risenj 
begin the hymn, 
v e praise thee, 0 Lord. 
This begun, all the bells are rung t ogether, at the end of 
which let the priest say the verse, 
In thy resurrection, 0 Christ, 
as far as this 'tvord , and J. eti him begin Matins, say i ng, 
0 Lord, hasten to my aid! * 
The most cursory observation of this miniature drama serves to 
show that the l arger part of iii represents action, illustrative 
and symbolic; that the dialogue is a combinat ion of the 11 Quem 
quaeritis 11 referred to above with the famili ar and accepted 
forms of the regular church ritual; and that characterization 
in connection with this story has not yet been developed. 
* Early Plays. Riverside Literature Series . c. G. Child. 
Houghton-Mifflin Co ., Boston. 
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The three Maries speak and act together. What they feel is 
not revealed except perhaps in· the mood of the music and their 
bodily attitude, and if it is it is the s&ae for all . 
This scene portrating the women at the tomb - tra-
ditionally three, as in Mark and I,uke, rather than tv o as in 
Matthew - is comn:on to all t he dramat ic represent at ions of the 
Easter story in connection with the Liturgy, and indeed is t he 
basic scene of most later forms. With fine inst inct these 
early trope-writers seized upon that part of the story wh ich 
lends it self most naturally to dialogue, carries t .e best sug-
gestions for appropriate symbolic action, provides opportunities 
for impersonation without irreverence, and conveys a message of 
universal rather than mere personal significance. Tnere is much 
of simple religious fervor and little of theology and dogma in 
these early specimens of English religious drama. 
The next step in the progress toward more elaborate 
drama form is taken when to the scene above mentioned the scene 
of the apostles is added, and not until a still later stage do 
we find the appearance of Jesus himself featuxed in the pre-
sentation. Wh en thi s is done, the apostle scene is so etimes 
omitted. All three incidents are represented in a highly int-
eresting Latin liturgical play of the Resurrection preserved 
for us in a manuscript of the thirteenth century, the play 
itself being probably. a t we l f th century product . Th is little 
drama is too long to be quoted in full -unfortunately, for it 
marks a clear development in content as well as in form. 
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Here is illustrated superbly how a writer may combine song 
and speech, Bible text and original composition, participation 
of act ors and choir, imitative and symbolic action, maintainQ 
ing throughout a certai n balance, a certain sense of fitness and 
proportion, which satisfies other instincts besides the dram-
a tic. 
fJ/ 
The three lt~ies, i mpersonated by clergy, ~preach 
the a ltar with faltering steps, each chanting in turn her 
lament, each speaking three t;imes before the place of the 
sepulchre is reached. They c..re not differentiated from ea ch 
other in character &nd feeling, although they no longer speak 
in unison but are individualized. Rather) in the very uni-
formity of their plaint and in the close following of a stanza 
form one is made to feel a sense of solemnity and of hope-
less woe. · Each "round", so to speak, has its theme, its key-
note: "Alas, alas, for the death of the holy and innocent 
one! •..•••..•. '."Why, 0 why such a monstrous deed?" •...••.• 
"What a lone we may do, that shall tve do. Ve will anoint his 
body 1 II By this time they have arrived at the choir and they 
all sing together as they approach the place of t he sepulchre, 
\~ o will roll away the stone from the door of the tomb? 
Then comes the familiar question from the angel now appearing, 
Vfuom seek ye at t he sepulchre, 0 Christians? 
with the answer 
Jesus of Nazareth ·the crucified, 0 Heavenly One. 
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and the glad message is given in almost the exact words of 
st. Luke. The Lord is not there to be sought. He is risen. 
At this point the women turn to the congregation ~nd tell 
(in three lines of song) what has just occurred. Then Mary 
Magdalene advances and, looking into the tomb, is overcome 
with misgivings. 11 '\lllho has taken that precious body out of 
the tomb?" she asks, and as she hastens to meet Peter and 
John, who appear at this juncture she tells the story of her 
dismay. They make their way to the sepulchre "as if running", 
says the stage direction, and John, being younger, arrives 
first. Peter, however, goes in at once, and his companion 
follo.ws . Coming ont, they assert in dialogue the1r faith 
that the Lord really has risen. Here Mary Magdalene again 
approaches, repeat ing her lament in the selfsame words, and 
now comes her consolation from the lips of the angels. Just 
what relation the two angels who now speak from within the 
sepulchre sustain to the one who first addressed the women is 
not clear, but that is perhaps of no great consequence. Th ey 
bestow their comfort, 11 Vleep not, Hary, the Lord is risen", 
and she again gives vent to her longings. Then appears the 
gardener with his sympathetic question, this too in the lang-
uage of scripture, 11 Woman, why weepest thou? Whom seekest 
thou?" The ensuing dialogue, which follows accurately the 
Gospel story, sacrifices none of the dra~matic values of the 
original to an author' s poetic whims. It is given in the 
direc t s i mplicity, with the instinctive sincerity, of st. John. 
At its close the gardener withdraws. Mary turns to the people 
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and bids them rejoice in her joy; the angels come forth and 
call upon all to cease from sadness and hasten to spread the 
glad news; and the women) about to return \"Thence they came; 
unite in the same message, 11 The Lord .has arisen from the 
tomb> He who for us hung upbn the tree. Alleluia!" But lest 
the purport of the words be missed, the sarae message is given 
in action. The women lift the grave-clothes and display them 
to all wi th appropriate words, then place them upon the altar. 
As they return, they speak in alternation as they did upon 
entering. Here their speeches are but one line long and there 
are but two 11 rounds 11 : "The God of Gods is risen, the King of 
Angels. The hosts of the Blessed are led forth this day from 
the shadows of deep darkness, and the gate of the Kingdom is 
opened. 11 But this is not all. He w·ho was the gardener comes 
forth as Lord indeed> wear ing the white fillet and the phylac-
tery, holding in his right hand the cross with the labarum and 
in his left a paratorium wrought with gold. He speaks to the 
women: 11 Fear not; bid my brothers go into Galilee; there 
shall they see me, as I have said. 11 The choir sings "Alleluia! 
The r.Jord is risen to-day." Then all together say "Leo fortis, 
Christus filius Dei", and the chorus responds with rtTe Deum 
l audamusn. 
It is obvious that a number of significant steps 
have been taken toward the drama as we know it to-day. There 
are nine characters, all differentiated with the exception of 
the t wo angels, who speak in concert. Not only is the sepul-
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chre portrayed, probably at the north side of the chancel, 
as was customary> but the space about it is enlarged in 
imagination so that the di sciples may be thought of as ap-
proaching from some little distance and running to the tomb. 
The clerical costume has been modified at least in the repre-
sentation of the glorified Christ and probably also for t he 
gardener by way of contrast. Exits and entrance s must be 
carefully arranged and timed. Altogether this little Latin 
drama is a fairly elaborate, well planned, and pleasingly 
balanced piece of work. 
The next significant step was t h e int r oduction of 
the vernacular into the liturgical observance of Easter. 
This is illustrated in one of the precious Shrewsbury Frag~ 
ments, an undated Officium Resurrectionia, or rather fraction 
of it, vvhich represents Easter drama in this transition stage. 
All that is preserved for our inspection is the manuscrip t 
used by h im who played the par·t of the Third Mary, a part 
thirty-six lines long; consequently an evaluation of the 
play as dramatic literature is impossible. Th i s small frag-
ment suffices, however, to shovv that the play was built 
around the conventional sentences of the liturgy~ which was 
still given in Latin and still associated with music, and 
that the original play had probably t wo scenes: first, the 
visit of the Maries; second, Announcing to the Disciples 
Chr i st ' s Resurrection. As the usually insignificant Third 
Mary has so long a part, it is fair to assume that the play 
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as a whole iVas a longer one than the Ln.tin play just reviewed. 
Through this one small bit of ancient manuscript it becomes 
clear that even while the drama was still associated vtith a 
fixed day in the church calendar and performed in the church 
or churchyard, the vulgar tongue was u.sed in its performance, 
apparently · y 'v7ay of explaining the traditional Latin .. ortions 
of the service. 
Less significant from the historical point of view 
but decidedly interesting in technique is the play of The 
Resurrection included in the miscellany of t he Digby :idyst~_r ies. 
It i s very long, six hundred and thirty-one lines, and still 
longer is 1 ts companion play, The Buria ~ which was designed 
for Good Friday. Both seem to be longer than the re~~lar 
Easter service of the church would permit, and the other 
plays in this collection make mention of pageants and st ations, 
suggesting their kinship with the guild plays which are to be 
di scussed in the next chapter. But the Easter play is very 
clearly constructed about a familiar part of the liturgical 
service, and for that reason it is treated at this po int. 
The mystery as to the manner of its performance is rather 
increased than lessened by the suggestion in the manuscript 
that 11 at the beginning are certain lines which mu st not be 
said if it be played", and by a nuinber of footnotes wliich 
further indio ate the play's double character. Ho ~ever, let 
these problems be what they will, the play is available for 
ou~ examination and it deserves rather a full discussion, for 
reasons which Will appear. 
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Not only does it include the classic "Quem quaer-
itis", now first appearing in English, but there is worked 
into its structure a Latin dialogue which the editor, Fu.rni-
vall, has discovered to be a Sequence cownonly used in the 
church of the West. His investigations in behalf of the 
Digby play have brought forth this ad itional specimen of 
embryonic drama, for which he gives credit to a public at ion 
called The Liturgical Year, by Guerenger. 
"As soon as the third lesson was read, and before 
the Te Deun1, the Clergy went in procession to the Altar , 
v.rhere the Blessed Sacrament had been kept since !:.1aundy 
Thursday and which 'vas called t he Chapel of the Sepulchre. 
Three Clerics were vested in alba and represented Magdalene 
and her two companions. ITI1 en the procession rea ch ed t he 
Chapel and the three Clerics had gone to the Altar and sung 
a verse, Two Chanters stepped forward to the Altar steps on 
which the Clerics were standing, and addressed them in these 
words of the Sequence: 
Chanters. Tell us, 0 Mary, what sawest thou on 
the way? 
1. Mary. I saw the sepulchre of the living Christ: 
I saw the glory of him that had risen. 
11 Mary, I saw the angels that were the witnesses : 
I saw the winding-sheet and the cloths. 
III :r~ary. Christ, my hope, hath risen! 
He shall go before you into Galilee. 
Chanters. It behoves us to believe the testimony 
of the truthful Mary, rather than the wh ole 
wicked host of Jews. 
All the Cl~. We know that Christ hath truly risen 
from the dead. Do thou, 0 conqueror and King, 
have mercy upon us! 
After Mat ins comes Lauds (at dawn), than at nine A. M., the 
hour of Tierce, Mass, in which after the Antiphon, Prayer, 
Easter Song, Introit, Collect, Epist le, Gradual, and Alleluia-
verse have been sung, the church adds to her ordinary chants 
a hymn full of enthusiastic admiration for her risen Jesus. 
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It is called a Sequence , a continuation of the Alleluia: 
Let Christians offer to the Paschal Victim the 
sacrifice of praise. 
The Lamb hath redeemed the sheep: the innocent 
Jesus hath reconciled sinners to the Father. 
Death and life fought against each other, and 
wondrous was the duel: 
The King of Life was put to death; yet new he 
lives and reigns. 
Then, "Tell us, 0 Mary", as above. tt 
This bit of drama is introduced into the Digby 
play at a point to be indicated in the abal~sis. In Scene 
One we find Hary .Magdalene meeting with the other :Maries, 
seeking l'l ith them the tomb of Christ, and receiving from the 
lips of the angel the glad tidings, V'hich she, however, is 
reluctant to accept. So brief an outline suggests close ad-
herence to the original story. But the scene has occup ied 
two hundred and sixty-six lines! The audience must needs 
know the Magdalene's inmost thoughts and feelings though it 
consume the space of sixty lines to give her introductory 
wail. The merits of her lamented Master must be rehearsed 
at length and the cruelty of his slayers bitterly condemned. 
The glad scene at the tomb is pre sented after t he fashion 
of the classic "Quem quaeritiau . 
Angel: ~ .'hom seek ye, women sanct ifiede? 
3 .Maries: Jesus of Nazareth crucified) 
The Redeemer of mankind. 
Angel: He is r i sen! he is not here! 
To his disciples he shall apere; 
In Galilee they shall hym fynd. 
But she who owes the Lord so much can only mourn that she has 
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not come early enough to see his ar ising} and her closing 
lament (occupying forty-five lines) bemoans her own sinful-
ness and lauds his wondrous pardoning grace . 
Such a treatment inevitably involves re it era tion; 
yet there is a surprising variety in expression, due to t wo 
ne' f actors: first, the uuthor draws upon related Scr i p ture 
Vlith rath er a creditable amount of imagination and fine per-
ception in seeing r e l at i onsh ips; second, the doctrines of the 
Church l end their inte1•pretat i on to the objective facts of the 
simple Scripture narrative. These new fac tors appear in still 
clearer light in Scene Two, in which we are given some insight 
into the feel ings of the apostles on t his moment ous morning. 
Peter l s opening lament matches that of Mary J!Jtagdalene , except 
that is i s t wice as long! He recalls the occasion of h is 
call to d i scipleship; the time wh en Jeaus named him the Rock; 
the privilege he had of sharing t h e glory of the Mount of 
Transfiguration and the agony of t he ·:iount of Olives; the 
betrayal by Judas; and the shame of h is ovvn f ai lure to stand 
by the ~aster . He is broken-hearted and prays f or .ercy. 
Consolat ion i s minister ed to h i m by h is brother Andrew - a 
charact er introduced for dramatic purposes without warrant 
of Scripture - and by John. The l a tter is more succ ess ful, 
for he reminds h i m that though the sorrows of Christ were 
even more harrowing than has yet been told the time of Desola-
tion is now ended and t h e time of Grace has come. He leaves 
to go to t he help of the grieving Virgin Uary . It i s c l ear 
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that t he Church as well as the dra.natist has been operat i .ng 
upon the sacred story. 
Sc en e Three introduces st ill further variation of 
these newer elements. Mary Hagdalene is again lamenting 
he r Ma ster, t h i s time in terms of passiona t e love -
Filie Jerusa lem, vvh ere-os ye goo , 
Nunc i ate dilecto meo , 
Quia amo ra l a ngueo: 
Of Jer usalem y e virgyns clere, 
Schew my best l oue t hat I was here ! 
Tell hym, os he may prove , 
Tha t I am dedly seke 
And a ll is for his loue. 
Wh en he does appear , h is self-revea ling 11 Uar i a 11 is answered 
with her ecstatic 11 Rabboni 11 , a s in the Scripture account. 
The dr amat ic simplicity of the s ingle words i s n ot marred. 
But as the risen Chr i st presents himself to th ..... other women 
he steps beyond ·Bible bounds to tell how he has delivered 
h is prisoners f ror Hell - a p i ece of news wh ich 11agdalene 
repeats to Pet er shortly after. In the neantime the three 
Mar ies sing the h ymn quoted above as a f ami l i a r feature 
of the Ea s ter Hass : 11 Victimae Puschali l audes immolent 
Christ iani 11 • The disciples a s they approach join in, and 
here i s emwted the little drama g iven at the opening of 
t h is discussion, th e t wo chanters being represented in t 1is 
case by the t h ree apostles . Having heard that Christ is 
risenJ these men go to th e sepulchr e to see for t l emselves. 
There, assured that it i s indeed t r ue that Christ who"dies 
for our sal vation" is "risen f or our justificationtt, they 
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l ead in another hymn , the one with which the dialogue was 
ordinarily closed: !1 \lle know t h at Christ hut· . truly r i sen 
fror. 1 th e dead. Do thou, 0 Conqueror and King , have .1ercy 
upon us !" Following this , they de art in the h ope of see-
ing Christ before the day clos es. For do they for ge t t hat 
the i r scenes are being enac ted for the benefit of an audience, 
for t h ey br ing t h e play to a c l ose v;i t h t h ese words -
Joyfully depart vvee now out of t 1i s p lace , 
Uekly ab i dinge t h e inspirat i on of grace , 
1i1dch we be l efe 
Schalle com to vs this nyghtt 
We comr,-end yovr all to h i s 1yght, 
Vh ich f or vs suffer t grefe 
From the po int of view of drc: at ic technique t h i 
p lay i s of very great interest , f or it represent s a S'b ject-
ive great ment of the Resurr,.,c.ticn vh ich st ands in strong c on-
trast to the ob jective treatment Given the st ory in the origin-
al narrative as well as in the c ontem~ orary mysteri es which 
we are about to di scuss, Li kewise, t' e symbolic e l ements of 
the earl i er l iturgies have been dis.ensed with. The who l e 
p l ay is one great appeal to the feelings, and it is s ingular-
ly successful in s~ite of the exceedingly undra.Yflatic character 
of the long speeche s. Th e writer shows a f eeling for dramatic 
contrast in his introducing of the conflict between despair 
and hope in the scene of the Har ie s and in that of the Apos-
tles . :Ha r y ~,rn.gdalene in the f or , er and Peter and a ohn in the 
lat ter a re in the depths of gl oom and doubt> and both are 
helped to a ca lmt3r state of mj_nd by the confident trust of 
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their companions. Further, t h is author preserves , with fine 
fitt ingness, the words of the Gospe l at t he climactic point 
of that scene in the garden vrbere Jesus reveals h i mself to 
I.!ary. This woul d se em to be only no.tural, but it is note-
wort hy from the fact th <:>. t later p lays, \V i th much more de-
veloped technique, are woefully weak at t h is point, think- . 
ing to add t o the subli me i mpressiveness by 1.1dding words . 
. As for the general poetic structure, it is irregul ar and in 
places undeniably crude , yet there is rea l beauty in many of 
t he lines . Pet er ' s lament, for example , illustrates admir-
ably both tre irregularity and the b eauty, in these fee ling 
l ines -
0 All my l1 ty e;od , vl ich with t ' yne in 'lard Ee 
Seest the depest pl ace of mannvs consci enc e. 
And knovTes every thinge most perfitle·e, · 
Haue mercy , haue pitee; have t hou compat ience! 
I confess and knowl edge rny most gret offenc e , 
My fowle pre sumpt i on and unstu.bilnesse ! 
And yet I know we ll 
No erth ly th inge can tell, 
Nor yet expresse, 
My f awtes and gr e t syn, 
\'fn ich I am wra ped in 
With dedly hevinesse. 
Throughout the play ther e i s shown an amaz ing fertility of 
expression, without wh ich indeed t he monotony of t h e long 
speeches would be intolerable. 
The English lit~~gioal dr&na yields us no more 
specimens to examine, t h ough each one of t h e stages which 
have been indicated had doubt less many representat 1 ves , if 
one may judge from similar development s on t h e continent, 
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We have gone quite far afi eld in c lassing the Digby I.lystery 
with those more defini tely related to the liturgy, but going 
as far as we wi ll we find no more of Easter drama in the IA:id-
dle Ages except apart from the worship service of t he church. 
The next pl ays wh ich present themselves are pa r ts of p lay-
cycles which developed in connect ion ,. 1 th t he c elebrat ion of 
the Corpus Chr isti festival in many English towns . To th ese 
1 e now turn our a tt ention5 
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Chapter III 
Objective Realism in the Cycle Plays of the ~ iddle Age s 
* * * 
The appeal of the acted Bible was too great to 
allow the drama to be confined to the church as a p l ace, the 
fixed festival as a time, or to the clergy as ac t ors . By the 
early part of t he fourteenth century, if not sooner, reli gi ous 
plays had become an institution beloved of the people and 
were no longer exclusively in control of the clergy. They 
had moved from the church to the church steps, t h ence to the 
churchyard, and thence to the public square or any other open 
place which would accommodate the eager crowds. The actors 
were not clerics in ecclesia stical robes but tradesmen dressed 
and "made up 11 to represent in realistic fashion t h e characters 
portrayed. These characters were men and women of t h e Bible, 
s a ints of the Church, allegorical personages, or pur ely fic-
titious folk introduced to add interest or coherence to a 
story or perhaps to lighten its sombreness with a touch of 
the comic. They spoke the language of the people, in more 
or less poetic verse, and they appear to have taken their 
work very seriously indeed. 
The writing and production of such plays was given 
a great forward impulse by the decree, in 1311, of the 
Council of Vienne, wh ich made obligatory the observance of 
Corpus Christi. This celebration, falling on the Thursday 
following Trinity Sunday, was the occasion of a great and 
so lemn procession in honor of the transsubstantiated sac r a -
ment of the Eucharist. Arrangements for this f eature were 
in the hands of religious guilds. But before long the trade-
guilds had their hand in the celebration. Their contribu-
tion was t he enacting of plays dealing with Scripture events, 
and the Corpus Christi festival became through this means 
the chief communit y festiva l of t h e year. Wh ile t :rl e conuner-
cial element was bound to enter sooner or later v;here such 
holiday crowds assembled, there is no reason t o t h ink that 
the purpose was primarily anything but sincere ly religious , 
Certain it is t hat these annual p l ays exerted a great i nflu-
ence for about t wo and a ha lf centuries , enlisting popular 
interest and effort in t he giving of highly ambitious per-
formances of drrunas whose theme was in the main lofty and 
pure , and presenting to many thousands of the pl ain folk 
of Enghmd t ruths which were otherwise out of t heir reach. 
Under th e conditions offered by this popular festiva l there 
earn into being a number of play cycles, wi de ly differing in 
length, dealing with the main events from the creation of the 
world to its f inal doom. Of these cycles, wh ich mu st have 
been quite numerous, four have been preserved in part; and, 
fortunately for our purpose here, each of the four conta ins 
the Resurrection play or p l ays still intact. TI1e York series, 
generally regarded as the oldest and the most interesting, 
is also the longest, including forty-eight p lays which were 
unquestionably given by members of the trade-guilds of t hat 
ancient town on Corpus Christi day . The pl ays from the Towneley 
library a re st ill the subject of much crit ic al discussion, but 
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they too were very probably presented on that occasion by 
the guilds) and the similarity of them to the York plays 
suggests some sort of a close connection. In the Chester 
cycle we have plays given not at Corpus Christi but at Whit-
suntide, the performance extending over three days according 
to a fixed program. These too were doubtless given by trades-
men and perhaps written by tradesmen rather than clergy. The 
mo st fert ile field fo r controversy is the series attributed 
to Coventry. They are more ecclesiastical in tone than any 
of the others, and t he theory that they were given by the 
Grey Friars rather than by any guild has not been proved 
or disproved. 
In such controversy the present discussion has little 
interest. It is concerned, ho' iever, with the attitude of the 
Church toward these performances, wh ich by popularizing the . 
plays on sacred subjects raised some annoying questions. 
Should the Church tolerate them, and if so should the clergy 
part icipate? Considering the secular associations which the 
drama now had, should the clergy continue to present p l ays 
in the church and churchyard, or anywhere under church auspi-
ces ? Or should distinctions be made as to the subject matter 
of the plays? Differing po ints of view are reflected in a 
great variety of decrees, edicts, and injunctions issued by 
ecclesiastical authority during the period when J;flyst ery Plays 
were so delightfully, so dangerously popular. As early as 
1210 a papal edict forbade the clergb to participate in such 
plays . The Council of Treves made a similar prohibition in 
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l227a By 1300 there was a compromise, allowing the clergy 
to represent the Nativity and the Resurrection in the churches 
but not to act in open places. In 1589 there was an injunc-
tion ratified in Rome forbidding the clergy to act in co-
called :Miracle Plays; while the canons of James I aimed to 
put an end to all dral!la in the churches. Plainly, there was 
much difference of opinion along with a growing opposition. 
But it is equally plain that the plays which are h ere under 
discussion were the object of intense popular enthusiasm, 
prepared with great care at considerable expense, and a 
matter of fine community pride. To enable the throngs of 
people to see every · lay to advantage they were presented 
on pageants, or wagons - substantial and eostly structures 
of two stories' height - which were wheeled from place to 
place according to fixed schedule. One can well imagine the 
mingling of emotions on th e great day - the spirit of inter-
guild rivalry, the intense excitement attendant on prepara-
tions for the great event and for the entertaining of great 
crowds of suburban visitors, and ·with it all a sentiment of 
reverence tow·ard that which religion and tradition had in-
vested with sacredness. Whether the plays t h emselves v;ere 
such as to inspire that nobler feeling, we shall see. 
When the materials provided by the Resurrection 
story were ·wrought by these nameless authors into dramatic 
form for presentation in the open air by non-professional 
actors> a new type of treatment was required. Great holiday 
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crowds withessing long series of spectacles are not over-
patient with the subjective. They want to hear tl ings de-
bated and see things happen. And the actor? He is not pleased 
to mount the scaffold and be an echo, or even a mere voice. 
He wants to be a person , and as important a person as the 
circumstances will permit . So we are not surprised to find 
in the plays of the York and Towneley cycles, i n those of Ches-
ter, amd in those of Coventry a nearer approach to the ob ject-
ive treatment given in the Gospel narratives. The writer s have 
seized upon the features of the story wh ich suggest action c1..nd 
in assigning the requisite action and speech to individual 
aharacters have gone quite naturally beyon t he or i ginal in 
characterization. The total result in the portraying and 
producing of emotion is a mea.sure of the particular play-
wright's skill, a matter for later discussion. As for natmos-
pheren, that subtle quality has been largely sacri ficed to 
certain stern necessities- performance in broad daylight, 
absence of churchly music, crudity of setting, and other 
limitat ions of pre sentation on a 11 pageant" . Whatever d.s 
achieved in this direction is a sheer triumph of the poet or 
of the actors. 
Comparing the Resurrection plays of t he four cycles 
extant - practically reduced to three by the near-identity 
of the Towneley play \~lith the York - v;e find that certain 
opportunities for dramatic action have been found irresistible. 
All open with Pilate, Caiaphas, and Annas taking couns el over 
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the deed ~hich Pilate has authorized and for which he has more 
or less succeeded in justifying himself. The conclusion that 
the tomb ought to be guarded leads naturally to the BU1i'l:!1on-
ing of the soldiers, to wh om stern orders are given. They 
are a fine lot of braggarts , these doughty gentlemen, in 
every ca se, and as they take their post at the sepulchre 
even an uninstructed audience would suspect that they are 
fore-doomed by their arrant boasting to later humiliation 
and discomfiture. When they have fallen asleep the f act of 
the resurrection is made known to the audience by one device 
or another, and the place of the heavenly herald is tak en by 
one ange l or by t wo. 
·when the women appear on the scene, we find in-
variably three, though Matth ew's story has but two and John 
says nothing of an¥ but ·Mary Magdalene, who in these p lay s is 
a l ways the leading figure in the group. The second, named 
Mary Jacobi, is evidently "Mary the mother of James" as men-. 
tioned in the accounts of both Mark and Luke,) and the thir -. 
is the 11 Salome" of Hark, Luke having 11 Joanna11 and John having 
her not at all. V!hy "Mary Salome" is not clear unless we 
assume that the fascination of having the sa.r.ae name for the 
three women was too great to be withstood. The first of t he 
Maries, the Magdalene, occupies the most import ant p l ace and 
is the subject of the most intense emotion, quite naturally 
s ince she is the only one really characteri zed in the Scripture 
and is the central figure of John ' s story. Th e ot her s are but 
poorly differentiated though some feeble effort has been made 
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in this direction. 
The soldiers) too, lack individuality as far as 
their dialogue is concerned, but the scene of their awakening 
is treated with such evident relish by each of the dramatists 
and affords the ac tor such opportunity to "count ... rfeit nat-
urally" t hat there \7as doubtless enough of individuali z ing 
on the par ·t of the players to cover the defect. This story 
of the soldiers, given only by Matthew, is too full of dram-
atic possibilities to be overlooked by any of these writers. 
The way in which they "did quake and become as dead men" is 
variously told but always with considerable effect ; Pilate 1 s 
rage over their failure furnishes a choice bit of diversion 
in the midst of a rather solemn play; and the final solution 
of the difficulty by bribery's charm makes a most fitting close. 
The actual appearance of Jesus is, of course, an 
indispensable feature of these na!ve represent at ions , for -
let it be remembered - we have passed the stage wh ere sym-
bolic re--)resentation suffices to declare the ,ystery. In 
the Towneley play Jesus rises as soon as the soldiers have 
fallen a sleep, whi le angels sing 11 Ch:ristus resurgens". He 
proceeds then to address the audience in a long monologue 
reminding them of his oft-proved boundless love and pro-
mising life and pardon to the repentant sinner. But he 
retires when the !-!aries advance and reappears only for the 
brief clo s ing scene wi th !>1ary Magdalene. The York pl ay, 
however, wh ich is so nearly identical 1ith the Townsley, h 8 
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no such monologue - its chief point of difference. Only a 
brief stage direction, "Jesu resurgente", between the sleep 
of the soldiers and the entrance of the Maries indicates the 
miraculous event, though a later reference in the text to 
the wondrous melody heard when he arose may mean that the 
angels' song was customarily introduced at this point. In 
the York version the appearance of the Lord to Mary Magdalene 
is the subject of a separate play. 
The Chester play grants the consolation of Christ•s 
appearance to no one in the play, not even to the first of 
the Maries. There is an angel song as in the other plays, and 
Christ coming forth addresses the world in general in a mono-
logue strikingly similar to that in the Towneley play though 
much shorter; but that is all. His converse with human 
beings is reserved for later playa - "The Pilgrims of 
Emmausn and "The Ascension". For a truly unique treatment 
of this phenomenon we turn to the Coventry play. Here the 
author has seen fit to weave into the Biblical story of the 
meaurrection the apocryphal account of the Harrowing of 
Hell, usually separately treated; and he is further something 
of a theologian¥ Accordingly there comes forth from the lower 
regions the Spirit of Christ, accompanied by those whom he has 
released - Adam and Eve, John the Baptist, Abraham, and others. 
Having visibly bound and condemned to eternal damnation the 
devil, Belialle, "Anima Christi" announces that he will now 
resume po ssession of his fleshly body and does so, being h ence-
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forth known as "Jhesus 11 • After an endearing scene with his 
mother he takes his leave, not to reappear until the second 
plo.y following, which is devoted to the story of Nary 'f.lagdalene. 
There are, then, certain features in the story 
wh ich all the medieval p l ays now available for examination 
agree in presenting, and a list of suc!1 features constitutes 
a fair sketch of the dramt~~tic action in each case. Now , lest 
it l:Je judged that these early Easter p lays l ack individuality, 
we do well to examine them in turn and ob serve how the mind 
of the drwnatist, be he tradesman or cleric, has worked upon 
these widely accep t ed bits of mat erial. · 
The York Play 
In the p lays performed b]l the trade-guilds of York 
we have t he minimum of connection with the Church. They came 
into .being entirely apart f r om the liturgical service,; the 
actors were laymen, not clergy; and t h e performance as a 
vvh ole was managed and supervised by . the municipality . How-
ever, the writ er of 11 The Resurrection 11 may well h ave been a 
monast ic, though there is h ere little of interpretat ive t h eol-
ogy, for few others would have be en so well versed in Scr i p-
ture as this man shows himself to be. Few indeed are the 
si~ificant features of "the Gospel story Y'lhich he do es not 
find occasion to use. 
Into the opening scene, in which Pilate and t he · 
pr iests are the chlef personages (and in · the Chester and 
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Coventry p l ays the only ones) he introduces the centurion vho 
was so overcome with convict ion at the cross. It is through 
h i m that we. learn ·of the signs and ,ar vels wh ich, acc ording 
to Ma tth ew and Luke, accompanied the Lord 's death , and not 
one is omitted. The earth shook; stones were roken asunder ; 
the sun ' s light failed; de· d .. en arose from the tombs; and-
the crmming mystery - t he veil of the temple was rent in t v:ro. 
The centurion' s conclusion is expre ssed in terms of differ ing 
emphasis in the Scripture. In the p lay both versions are 
given: first, he was 11 a rightvrise mane"; second, he was 
"Gaddis sane almyghty 11 • 
Si dlar fidelity to Scriptuxe is observed in the 
conversation of Pilate, Annas, and Caiaphas ~ h:ch follows the 
centurion' s dismissal. i!Iattllevr' s unique account has evident-
ly been fully appreciated, and in the individualizing of 
"the ch ief priests" i 1; has become very creditable drl.:l..ll.atic 
dialog11e. The Gospel version is as follo~r,r s: 
Now on the n1or1"0 W,; vvh ich is the day after t he 
Preparation, th~ ch i ef priests and the Pharisees 
were gathered togeth er unto Pilate, sc: .. ying > 
Sir, vTe r .en ember that t hat deceiver said wh ile 
he ras yet a live, After three days I rise a gain. 
Comrnand therefore that t h e sepulchre be made sure 
until the t h ird day , lest h aply his disciples 
come and steal 11 im away, and say unto the p eop le, 
He is risen from the dead: and the l ast er~or 
will be v1orse than the first. Pilate said unto 
·th em , Ye have a guard: Go J make it as sure as ye 
can. So they ·went, and made the sepulchre sure, 
sealing the stone, the guard being with them. 
\"Jerked over for dramati.c purposes it reads thus: 
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Caiaphas. 
Annas 
Pilate 
And to this tale takes hede in hye, 
For Jesu saide even openly 
A thyng that greues all th i s Jury, 
And r i ghte so may , -
That he schulde rise upp bodily 
Within the thirde day. 
And be it so, als motte I spede, 
His latt c-;..r deede is more to drede 
Than is the firste, if we take hede 
Or tente therto . 
To nyuyn this noote me thynke moste nede 
flnd beste to do. 
Sir , if all that he saide soo , 
He has no yght t o rise and goo, 
But if his menne stele hym vs froo 
Anv.. bere away; · 
That were t i lle us and other moo 
A foule ffraye. 
For thanne wolde thei saie, sure ilkono~ 
That he roose by hym selffe allone; 
Therefore latte hym be kepte anone 
With knygh t es hende. 
Vnto t hro daies be ccmen and gone 
And broght till ende. 
In certayne, sirs, r i ght wele ye saie; 
For this ilke poynte nowe (to) purvaye, 
I schall ordayne if I may 
He schall not ryse. 
Nor none schalle wynne hym thens away 
On no- kyns ~ise~ 
His direct command to the soldiers occupies the following 
t •to stanzas, an excellent ada:t.Jtation of the Scripture for 
dramatic use: The angel message is also as closely modelled 
after the or i ginal as the limitations of th e rhythm and 
rhyme scheme permit. 
But much as he prizes the Scripture wi th whi ch he 
is so familiar, this writer has no mind to cramp hi~ dramatic 
form with it, nor with anyth i ng else. Note the evidences of 
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his sense for drru .a . The eurthquake Yhich acco pC:.l.nied the 
resurrection is a fact of Scripture 'hich tJ.st be conveyed, 
and it does C:.l.pp ear in the sold iers ' report to Pi late of iVh'· t 
h as hap -: ened. But when the man C:.l.Wake from sleep, the i first 
excited words are not of this. Rather t hey tell of their dis-
may, in l angt.w.ge quite adc;1.pted to their station and th..,ir pres-
ent p light. 
I Mil- 7hat ! oute n.llas ! v·!hat schall I say, 
Vfu ere is t he corse that here in laie? 
II Jiil - What ay 1·3S the man? Is he awaye 
That we sc:hulde tent? 
I lJ!il - Rise upp and see. II l'.1il - Harrowe 1 fpr ay; 
I telle vs schente. 
III Mil - rm.at deuill is this, what ayles you two? 
Such noyse and crye thus for to mak e too. 
I Mil - \Vhy is he gone<? 
III Hil - Allas ! whare is he that here laye? 
IV 111 - . 1~'he ! harrowe! devill , whare is he a"iray? 
The foregoing lines ill ustrate as well the ab ility of the poet 
to wrest the stanza scheme to his own devices . Unfortunately 
t h is particular passage cont a ins the one uer, edly i mperfect 
stanza in the entire play, but it serves as a whole to show 
the remarkable independence of this dramatist, Yvho does not 
hesitate to divide even a single line between his characters 
where the d:raraatic situation calls for short speeches. This 
i s done :repeatedly in the soldier scene , wh ich is full of 
excitement, no soldier having enough of b:reatb or bol dness 
to utter more than four lines of the six required for an entire 
stanza. 
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Fv.rther, this wh ole scene of rapid action stands 
in dar ing and effective contrast ·with that immedin.t ely pre-
ceding, where we have the lament of the unconsoled Mary 
Magdalene as she lingers by the tomb in the hope of seeing 
her Lord. One stanza will serve to show how the same verse 
form is here lent to the express i on of an utterly different 
etnotion. 
Withouten gilte the trewe was taneJ 
For trespass did he neure none. 
Ye woundes he suffered many one 
Was for my misse. 
It was my dede he was for- slayne 
And no-thyng his . 
The same mournful tone pervades the .. receding 
speeches of the Maries as they app roach the tomb. Here there 
is no such variety, no irreguJ.ari ty. Mary Magdalene has the 
opening lines (two stanzas), the second Mary one, the third 
!..Iary one, all of the same ten or. Then :Hary :Magda lene and 
the second :.rary have each a one-stanza speech, in which the 
former proposes that they anoint the body of Jesus, and the 
latter agrees but with some misgivings because of the heavy 
stone which closes the tomb. But when the tomb is reached, 
the change of mood demanded by the situation is matched again 
by a change in dialogue tempo. 
II I Mary - T'na t do we nogh t but we were moo, 
For it is huge and heuy also. 
I Mary - Sisteris! a yonge child as we goo 
Makand mornynge, 
I see it sitte w'here we wende to 
In white clothyng. 
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II Hary - Sist ers, sertis, it is noght to hide, 
Th e heuy stone is putte beside ! 
III Mary- Sertis! f or t!.yng t hat may be-tide 
Nere will we wende 
To layt e that luffely and with hym bide 
That was our ffrende. 
The fact that t he Maries are not carefully ch aracter-
ized (not even named except in t h e glosses of odern e ditors) 
and that t h e soldiers have no individuality, suggests a weak-
ness which offsets the York dramatist ' s very creditable skill 
in using his chosen for~s to suit t h e action desired and to ex-
press emotion. It mu s t be noted..,: however, t hat those p ersons 
r;h o are definitely chara cterized in the Scrip ture are trea ted 
with some art. Pilcd:;e is p lainly a weakling, il:l'lperious in 
giving oxders only when he knows that he is sup}.>orted by the 
priests, fearful lest he do something in \'fhich t h ey will not 
uphold hir • Of his t wo a dvisers, whom h e we akly consuat s a t 
every turn of aff airs, Caiaphas seems to be chief, t aking 
the initiative, a1l. though Annas h as nearly a s .uch to say. 
The York play sh ows ·nother mark of skill i n d r am-
atic composition in t h at the need of adequate motivation is 
recognized. We return to the opening of t h e p lay for il-
lustration. The centurion's entrance is no accident . It is 
t h e response to a summons, which is i t self an exp:t'ession of 
Pilate's apprehensions regarding what may have happ ened since 
the dea t h of Jesus. His t estimony concerning the ma.nife s t a -
tions which accompanied the dea t h of the crucified rtan mi ght 
have been given to the audience (its ultimate destination) 
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in a long monologue. But it i s not. It is given without 
monotony , in the form of conversation, and it i s boldly int er-
preted by the speaker, 1.vho seeks to convince Pilate and t he 
priests that they have done wrong . Here is opposition, con-
flict, the es sence of drama . Th e result is the order that 
the tomb be guarded . After the soldiers have awak~ned and 
found themselves guarding an en1pty tomb, they must, to sat -
isfy the demands of the Biblical narrative, tell Pilate and 
the chief priests what has happened . This too is not mec "-
anically done. There is real difference of op inion, and 
there is a real mot ive for the action finally dec i ded upon. 
A lie is, everything considered, inexpedient, and. after all 
"we dye but onys 11 • How beautifully their course is justi-
fied by what follows! By telling the truth at present risk 
they "ave come to be paid handsomely for future ·· lies. They 
are now happy; so is Pilate; and , all in all, t he 11 Carpen-
teres Playen has a pleasant ending, t hough the inconso l able 
Magdalene is still lingering near the tomb, a situ tion 
necessitated by the subject of t he next play . 
It would seem that the lynedrawers saw fit to em-
ploy a different writer for t heir section of the progra • 
"Jesus Appears to 11ary !Iagdalene after t he Resurrec t i on" 
is an inflated affair, of inferior workmanship, in wh ich ev ..... n 
t '! at in the Scripture story wh ich is essentially drar at ic 
and cas t i n dialogue form is changed for the \Vorse. "Padding" 
is plainly necvssary if such an incident is to be made into an 
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entire play, and we have no criticism to make of t he ne 
stanza form. But it is scarcely probable that he who wrote 
the scenes quoted above with such fine sense for the climactic 
would have been guilty of the following as a substitute for 
Jesus ' s revealing word, "Mary!" 
Marie, of mournyng amende thy moode, 
And be-holde my woundes wide, 
Thus for mannys synnes I schedde my bloode~ 
And all this bittir bale gonne bide. 
Thus was I rased on the roode 
With spere and nayles that were vnrude) 
Trowe it wele) it turns to goode, 
Whanne men in erthe ther flessh sohall hyde. 
Clearly there is a loss in dramatic technique. Beyond this 
mark of weakened grasp on essentials, there is an inter-
mingling of church dogma and tradition with Biblical mater-
i als which is not observed in "The Resurrection;. "Nowe 
helpe me God in persones three" is Mary's appeal in one 
situation. And Jesus' s own proclamat i on of his mission is 
in terms of the Church's doctrine of the atonement. His 
f anciful description of his armor and his interpretation of 
his experience generally is quite without parallel in the 
.Easter dramas here considered. 
The Towneler ~lay 
The Resurrection play included in the Towneley 
series agrees in it a general structure with the York drama 
on the subject, except that the material of the play just 
discussed is offered in briefer form as an integral part of 
"The Resurrect ion", and that the actual rising of Jesus is 
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featured> with a so l er n addl'ess given by h i to r ankind. The 
wording of the p l ay is at any points i dentical. lsewhe:re 
it is clearly par a llel, indicating some _close relations ip 
between the t wo . Exactly what t h i s r e l ationshi is, i'Ie a r e 
content to let the «t extologians« decide. Our pre sent ·~ur­
pose is served if any signific ant differ ences are fo nd in the 
treatr ent of t he story . 
These a re few but r ather inter esting. 
here a b it more of a man with a will of his own. 
Pilate is 
· e still 
G.P ... ear., as sorneth in6 of a blusterer, '!J1 ith more decision in 
h is spe_ch t han in h is action , but he is a little less d -
pendent u . on Caiaphas and Annas than the Pilat e of York . 
It is by h is a ction, f or example , that the centurion i s sent 
awc..y when his tales have been found intolerable. The soldier 
sc ene is much · the same. Likewise t he Uariet? are treated v;i th 
about as little of characterization except for th e dominant 
p lace given t o Mary Magdalene. They are named, however . For 
some unknown reason this a'\lthor -has c osen to fol l m a dif-
ferent version of Scripture and p l ace t wo angels at he tomb 
rather than one, but the general eff ect i s not materially 
altered. 
The really great contrast is ·in the scene a lready 
mentioned, that between dary l<lagdalene and the risen Lord-. 
Here the tre ·tment is much clo ser to the original and t e· -
f ore much more dramatic. Compare , for example, wi th Jesus ' s 
speech of -self-revelation given above> the foll owing s ingle 
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line in wh ich tl1e Townel y wr i ter conveys the same as surance.: 
Mary, thou sekys thy God.; and that am I. 
The wh ole scene is in better proportion VIi th the rest of t he 
drrun: • Jary' s emotion is more restrained in its expression 
and has more of the app eal of genuine-ness. Fro th e scene 
as a w ole the extra-Scri Jtural elements noted in t he York 
p lay are conspicuously absent. But they are n ot absent from 
the play. They appear, highly magnified, in t h e long , -;eary-
ing analogue of the risen Jesus. In one hundred and twenty~ 
two l ine s of non-dramati c discourse men are b idden to reme11ber 
all that h e has done f or them, no harrowing details being 
spared of the sufferings which h ave saved t hem from the pains 
of Hell. He calls up on them to cease from sin and a va il t h m-
selves of the grace which offers them his own body to feed 
upon, that bread which 11 by wordes fyffe" becomes his very 
flesh. Having thus dec lared h is sanction of the doctrine of 
the medieval Church, he retires. 
Except f or thi s inharr onious element, Yih ich one 
competent editor thinks was undoubtedly present in the York 
p lay as well, the Tm·meley :play appears slightly superior 
to the York from the point of vi ew of drama but inferior 
from the point of view of poetry. In form it is far less 
orderly, less finished. 'I'here is t h e same dramatic independ-
ence of rigid stanza form, but it is applied with less skill, 
and .any of the irregularities seem to be due not to c onsci-
ous choice but to unconscious tran sgression. As litera ture 
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i t i s not comparable with the best of the series to whi ch i t 
belongs ~ while the York play shar.es the merits of t he York 
cycle as a whole and takes a very respectable place a ong 
the dramatic poems of the period. 
The Chester Play 
There is distinctly less of both dramatic and poet-
ic skill in the versi on of 11 The Resurrection" c omposed for 
11 Ye Sk1nneres 11 of Chester. That is not to say, however, that 
it is without its interesting features. Here all the events 
of that Easter morning are again he ld within the compass of 
a single play. The t omb is put under g~ard according to the 
priests' advice to Pilate. The angels sing. Jesus rises and 
addresses t h e world , then retires, leaving t wo angels at the 
tom'o . After the terr ified soldiers have gone to Pilate >d th 
the story of th ei r defeat, the mourning Marie s come and are 
gladdened with the angels ' good tidings. At t h is point i s 
introduced the featur e which di d not appear in ei thcr the 
York or the Tmmeley play - the 1. eeting of t he women with 
the disciples, Peter and John, wh o run to the sepulchre to 
see for themselves. M1en t hey depart, in different direc-
tions, hoping to see the Lord , Mary Hs,gda1ene is left weep-
ing at t he tomb, unconsoled even by the angel message. So 
the play closes, no one of the characters in ·the p lay having 
seen Jesus. Ho·v-; the wr iter was able to resist the l.Iary 
lftagdalene scene wit1l its direct speech and its emotional 
f ervor it is hard to understand. One is reminded of the in-
determinate conclusion of nmnerous modern plays! There is~ 
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to be sure, a certain ironic force in the situation as pre-
sented - a love-lorn 'Nornan wretched because she has not seen 
the person of her be loved, while her companions are rejoic -
ing in the h eaven-sent assurance that he lives> and - it ay 
not be amiss to add - the audience viewing the play has seen 
and hear him. But it is doubtful whether the author was 
moved by the demands of art in c oncluding his play, f or he 
seems not to have been ove1·-sensi t i ve to dramatic values in 
the construction of it, much less so than the York writer. 
A c lear illustration of this difference is found 
in the opening scene. As in the previous plays, w·e re intro-
duced to Pilate and to the priests as they sit in cone lave, 
and we are acquainted with the grounds of their apprehensive 
fears. But the essential part of the information is all 
given in the opening speech of Pilate - an imposine; monologue 
of forty-one lines. The York playwright in this one brief 
section secured several values which are not here realized: 
interest aroused by the entranc e of the centurion; religious 
meaning attached to the phenomena observed ; emotion produced 
by the centurion's profound conviction; conflict between the 
persistent narrator and the unwilling listeners; character-
ization, though limited, t hrough the dialogue , of the prin-
cipal speakers No valid conclusion can be drawn from such 
small evidence, to be sure. No dr~aatist can be expected 
to use all his opportunities in every case, and he ray with 
design sacrifice some values to others. The comparison has 
illustrative force merely But there is other evidence leading 
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to the same conclusion. 
In t he soldiers ' awakening and t heir report to 
Pi l a te there is ·a manifest atte npt to represent exc i tement . 
Here , however, the versifier has been dictating to t he drru -
at ist. The ei ght - line stanza i s in only one case sacrificed 
to the spirit of t he scene . That occurs in Pilate ' s est 
vehement outburst of rage . Elsewhere each delivers h is 
e i ght-line quota, of which t h e followi ng is a f a ir specimen ~ 
TI1ird Soldier (u on awaking) -
Alas ! what is this great lig..1 t e, 
Shyninge here i n my sighte? 
Mar red I am ayne and mi gh t e , 
To move I have no mayne. 
Ynese towe beastes that are so brigh te, 
Power have I non to rise arighte , 
Me f ayl .... s wi th them f or to fei ghte 3 
Would I never so fayne. 
Still the Chester dramatist is not a slave to t he adopted 
form. In the seene at the tomb, the eight-line uni t is 
variously divided m, ong the speakers, u sual ly in to four-
line speeches; ~h ile Peterts l ament is allowed to exten 
over twenty lines . If the division wer e obvi ous ly . ade 
in the i nterest of dr&natic values , the above criticism 
would h ve to be reca lled. The scene, however, is still 
monotonous and of little emot ional po;rer. It i s as though 
t he author were forced to .e br i ef or else 'Nere longing to 
wr it e h i s "Fini s . Dec gracias ." TI1e bribing of the soldiers 
is another situation wh ich i s in itself full of dramatic 
~~~~~ Rtion . Its possibilities are a ll ignored . Pilate, 
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after listening to Ca iaphas and Annas, begs t h e soldiers to 
ke .ep silence -
Nowe I pr aye you sires, as you love e, 
Keep t h is in clo s e and pravitye 
Unt ell our counscell~ and tell we 
Hav"" harde how he is soaped. 
Ho-=;rever, the inducerilent offered · is not clear ex ept in the 
stage direction, 11 Tunc tradet eis peouniam11 • We may supp os .... 
that t h e act ors of Ch est er made t he most of this ch oice bit 
of "business", but the ru thor let the opportunity ''O by. 
One op~Jortuni ty wh:\ ch he did not let slip gives 
the modern reader a chance to smile and to ·onder r11 ether 
t he good people of Che ster did the same . The actual rising 
of the Lord was evidently vividly portrayed> if one may 
j udge froM t he stage direction -
•.............. .. . et pede omnes milites quatiut 
and from the plaint of t h e first soldier -
He sett his fo ot upon my backe, 
That e-very lith beganne to orake; 
I would not abyde such not her shake, · 
For all J erusal a. 
Considering that the r est of t h e p lay is written in a tone 
of dignity and t hat the Chester p layG in general have l ess 
of boisterous humor than some of their contemporaries, it 
is probable that nothing ridiculous was infended here. rre 
h ave only t o remind ot~selves of certain passages in 8cri -
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tures wh1ch we would not read or hear without a smile except 
for the1r sacred associations. 
In the matter of characterization it is interesting 
to find th1s play somewhat in advance of the expectations one 
might form from the preceding criticisms. The soldiers are 
not satisfactorily individualized in any of these old mysteries, 
but here there is clear differentiation of one of them, worked 
with a touch of skill into dialogue and action. As the bhree 
guards approach the tomb, the second soldier gives expression 
to his sense of the seriousness of the task given them, and 
the third follows with th1s sage speech, addressed to Soldier 
Number One: 
Sir, the most wytte lyeth in thee, 
To ordayne and to oversee; 
You be the eldeste of us three, 
And man of moste renowne; 
The tomb is heare at our hande, 
Sett us their as we shall stande, 
Yf that he rise we Shall founde 
To beat hym adowne. 
It may be noticed, too, that as they make their boasts there 
is real progress toward a climax, a su~erlative of braggadocio. 
Of the three Maries the Magdalene is, as always, the 
best characterized. Here she is not so much the grateful re-
ceiver of blessings. No mention is made as in the Scripture 
of the seven devils from whose clutches Jesus•s power had set 
her free. Rather it is the love element that is here stressed, 
as in the York play. To Mary Jacobi Jesus is •My Christa, my 
oomforte •••••••• my soveraigne•; to Mary Salome, "My Lorde•; 
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but to Mary Magdalene he it is "that I moste loved of all 
things ••.•• my sweete Lorde•. 
Pilate appears as a strikingly pompous individual in 
his opening speech, which is begun in French besprinkled with 
Latin. He is conscious of his dignity and issues his orders 
in fittingly stern tones. Likewise, he does consult Caiaphas 
and Annas, but not in the abjectly helpless tone of the Pilate 
we met in the York play. And the precise method of gaining 
the silence o! the soldiers seems here to have been his own 
bright idea. 
The disciples appear in their Scriptural character. 
Peter is the first to speak in answer to the women who bear 
the good news, and the first to enter into the sepulchre. He 
is the man whose sorrow has been deepened by remorse. 
Al Lorde, how shall I so for shame, 
That hath deserved so moche blame, 
To forsake thy holye name, 
To meete with thee by anye waie. 
I that in pennance and greate anoye 
My sweete Lorde forsocke thrye, 
Save endlise hope of his mercye, 
Thereto truste I maie. 
For neye it were hie greate grace, 
And sorrowe of harte that ~d.n me was, 
Worse I were then Judas was, 
My Lorde so to forsake.· 
His grievous woe is assuaged by John the comforter, who is sure 
that his repentance bas gained him pardon, and Peter rejoins 
Yea, well I hope through his mighte 
My pennance shall htm please. 
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It is in these disciple speeches and in the monologue of 
the Christ that the churchman makes himself heard through 
the Chester play. Inasmuch as the words attributed to Jesus 
are not only illustrative of the theology of the play but beau-
tiful with a sort of sonorous dignity, they are quoted at some 
length. After the angels' song Jesus rises and speaks: 
Eirthlye man that I have wroughte, 
Awake out of thy slepe; 
Eirthlye man that I have bought, 
Of me thou have no kepe. 
From heaven mans soule I soughteJ 
Into a dongion depe. 
My dere lemon from thense I broughte, 
For ruthe of her I weepe • .. 
• • • - • • • • • • • • 9 • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I am vereye bread of life, 
From heaven I lighte and am sende, 
Who eateth that bredc;,, man or wifeJ 
Shall live with me without ende. 
And that bread that I you geve, 
Your wicked life for to amende, 
Becomes my fleshe through your beleffe, 
And doth release your synfull bande. 
It appears, on the whole, that the playwright of Chester had 
more feeling for balance and rhythm and easy flow of thought 
and language than for drama as such. The product, in con-
sequence, is rather a delightful reading play but probably 
not quite as satisfactory for its purpose as that of the York 
cycle or the Towneley. 
The Coventry Pl ay 
While the Coventry series as a Whole may be generally 
regarded as less interesting than the others, the part devoted 
to the Resurrection has a number of unique features which are 
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decidedly so. Three plays are given to the subject: The 
Resurrection, !be Three Maries, and Christ Appearing to Mary. 
The author has had inevitable difficu~ty in making an entire 
play out of the slight material in the subject last mentioned; 
consequently Mary is made to discourse at some length upon her 
feelings, long after the climax has been passed. Otherwise the 
treatment has been kept persistently on the level of the object-
ive. Unfortunately, the feeling for action is not matched by 
a corresponding warmth of emotion. There is, so to speak, more 
of dramatic science than of dramatic art in these plays. One 
could wish that the man who conceived the ideas could have com-
missioned some warm-souled poet to do his writing for him, for 
they show considerable originality. 
Anticipating the wholesome practice of a later day, 
the author has not given the opening words to the •leading 
man". Here for the first time it is not the mighty Pilate 
who speaks, but ...Caiaphas. This wary gentleman accosts the 
ruler with words of warning concerning Jesus's prophecy of 
resurrection and is gratified by having his advice taken at 
once. Pilate summons the soldiers, by name - the second touch 
of individuality within the first thirty lines of this play -
Come forth, ye ser Amorawnt, 
And ser Arphaxat; come ner also 
Ser Cosdram, and ser Affraunt, 
And here the charge that ye must do. 
His command is enforced with dire threats against their goods, 
their lives, their children, and their wives, if they dare to 
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faile But these soldiers have no fear of failing. They vie 
with another in boasting. That tomb shall be safe ••.•• let a 
hundred men come ••..•.••• ay, and another hundred, and another •• 
••.••• nay, let there be a hundred thousand and more, says the 
fourth bold braggart, "I xal hen kylle with myn honde 11 ! 
They pass "out of the place" (evidently this is a two-room 
stage) and in a moment are choosing their stations about the 
body, at head and foot, right and left. At Pilate ' s proposal 
the priests accompany him to the same place, and they proceed 
to seal the tomb lith the greatest care, Annas providing the 
wax while Pilate does the work. 
On this corner my seal xall sytt, 
And with this wax I seal this pytt; 
Now dare -I ley he xall never flytt 
Out of this grave serteayn. 
The seal is made to nsytt" in every corner, the door is looked, 
and they go away, Pilate matching his former threats to the 
soldiers with promises of golde and "a helme of steele". 
Left to themselves the soldiers renew their boasts , 
each speaking in his turn an eight-line stanza of defiance, 
but immediately the boasts have left their lips they are over-
come with drowsiness! So in their second round of speeches, 
in which each is skillfully reduced to a six-line form, each 
pious soul calls on "Mahownd" to do his guarding for him and 
himself easily slips away into dreamland. At this point there 
comes forth not. Jesus but his spirit, "Anima Christi", just 
returned from Hell. He is accompanied by those he has just 
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delivered- Adam, Eve, Abraham, John the Baptist, and others. 
In turn each of the four first mentioned introduces himself 
to the audience and proclaims thanks for the atoning sacrifice 
of Christ through which redemption has come. Then comes an 
incident which must have added considerable zest to the perform-
ance . In sight of all, Anima Christi takes the devil, Belia lle, 
binds him "Thorwe blood I took of Mannys kynde" and dooms him 
to everlasting damnation Where he shall suffer ever new pains 
for having been so wicked as to "tray my Chylderyn that were 
so dere". Belialle orie s out in utter despair, for he knows 
his doom is sure since Christ has proclaimed it. And no 
Anima Christi, with due announcement, takes possession of his body, 
and there appears before us the resurrected Jesus. Speaking 
to the audience, apparently, he recalls his incarnation, his 
a toning death, and declares his love for man. Then he turns 
to his mother with words of greeting. She responds with prom-
ise that she will worship him in every place, and Jesus gladdens 
her with this -
Alle this werlde that was forlorn, 
Shal wurchepe you bothe evyn and morn, 
ffor had I not of you be born, 
Man had be lost in helle. 
I was deed, and lyff I have, 
And ~horwe my dethe man do I save, 
ffor now I am reayn out of my grave, 
In hevyn man xal now dwelle. 
Then there is an exchange of farewells, spoken in holy joy. 
The Coventry playwright seems to have been stimulated by theol-
ogy to do his best so far as emotion is concerned, for some of 
the best lines in the play are in this rather long section. 
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There is fine sense for contrast shown in the intro-
ducing of the scene which follows. After the sanctity and dig-
nity of Jesus and Mary have graced the scene and they have 
' 
spoken in such verse as the above, we hear from the First 
Soldier. 
Awake! awake! 
Hillis gyn quake, 
And tres ben shake 
Ful ner.e a too. 
Stones clevyd, 
Wittys ben revid, 
Erys ben devid, 
I am servid soo. 
There is the usual soene, involving the surprise and dismay 
of the soldiers, the fury of Pilate, and the bribe offered 
after consultation with the priests, but here too some touches 
of unusual skill have been added. These soldiers are the most 
resourceful fellows we have yet found, and the least fearful, 
They go to Pilate at once, and they are little awed by his 
anger, perhaps leoause it takes the form of a taunt -
Now alle your wurchep it is lorn, 
And every man may yow we scorn, 
And bydde yow go syttyn in the corn, 
And chare away the ravyn. 
They respond in kind. They propose to go forth at once and 
publish the truth everywhere regardless of the consequence to 
their lofty ruler - or rather regardful, for they take a mali-
cious glee in the plan and are stopped only by the very earnest 
plea of Pilate, who desires to consult his associates. He does 
so, and they converse in dumb show for a bit, finally announcing 
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"gold, ffeste, and food" for them if they will say that the 
disgrace is theirs, that the disciples came and took away the 
body by night. Most blithely they agree, and with their promise 
the play comes to a close. 
In the play of 'he Three Maries we find a unique feat-
ure at the very outset, for Mary Jacobi and Mary Salome announce 
themselves to be Jesus•s aunts. They have more individuality, 
too, than any other Maries we have met, Mary salome seeming 
to be particularly sympathetic over the physical suffering of 
Jesus, and Mary Magdalene declaring herself plainly to be she 
out of whom seven devils were cast. There is a charming touvh 
of naivete in Mary Jacobi when after the angel has spoken and 
the women have turned to seek the Lord she admits that she was 
afraid when she saw the angel. The remainder of the play follows 
the Gospel story very closely. The women meet the apostles, 
among them Peter and John, who hear the news with natural wond-
er and go to the sepulchre to see for themselves. But another 
of those telling touches is added just as the play closes, 
when Thomas, hitherto unmentioned, plays the doubter and wonders 
how Jesus could have lifted the heavy stone that was upon him 
as he lay in his gravel Peter responds that no one can tell~ 
and the play ends in this anti-climactic fashion. 
The Mary of the third play contrasts strangely with 
the jubilant Mary whom we left in the second, but she is still 
the grateful woman out of whom seven devils were cast, as she 
tells in her opening wail. The angel speaks in sympathy, but 
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her lament continues. Jesus appears and asks the cause of her 
grief. She begs . the n j entyl gardener" to tell wh~r• the body 
has been laid. His answer is the single word "MARIA". It is 
rather strange that the playwright who used such fine perception 
here should have sacrificed the dramatic value of the one-word 
reply given by the Mary of Scripture. This Mary answers with a 
four-line stanza in which she begs to kiss his feet. She .is 
restrained with the "Towche me nottn of the Gospel, and there 
is nothing left for her but to recount to the audience all of 
her sad and glad experience, which closing sp~ech occupies 
nearly half of the play. It is really not the close, hSwever, 
for Peter appears to utter the final word, a prayer that all 
may have sight of the Lord before the day is over. 
These mysterious appearances of the persons in the 
play are characteristic of the Coventry drama of Easter, although 
at times the stage directions are very explicit. It seems like-
ly that the stage used had two rooms, one representing the 
place of the sepulchre and the other Pilate• s hall, and that 
the actors went freely from one to the other as summoned by 
the text, remaining quietly in place when not participating 
in a given scene. 
To sum up our impressions, it may be said that While 
the York plap and the Towneley a~e the work of a dramatist 
and the Chester play is the work of a versifier, the Coventry 
play is the work of a good story-teller who has laid his gift 
a -· e ~eet of Theology! And right here we ~o well to remind 
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ourselves that these plays were written in a time when the 
traditions of the Church had scarcely any less of sacredness 
than the contents of the Holy Bible and when the line which 
we draw so distinctly between the apocrypha and the canonical 
Scriptures was almost invisible. What is to the modern reader 
an interesting bit of decoration was to the medieval listener 
and spectator essential truth, to be treated with reverence. 
Taking this into account, one can hardly fail to be 
impressed with the essential truthfulness of all of these old 
Resurrection scenes which have just been reviewed. Other 
plays in the same cycle have considerably more of crudity and 
grossness and apparently irreverent humor. The deep signific-
ance of this theme seems to have exercised a sort of natural 
restraint over the playwrights, Who must be pardoned for wanting, 
at all costs 1 to make a ngood Shown for those crowds of fellow-
citizens and visitors. But taking these series as a whole, the 
total impression may be compared to that made by one of the 
immortal Giotto pictures. There is at first a certain annoying 
perception of its stiffness of line, the harshness with which 
the figures are set against their background, the crude obvious-
ness of the whole. But as one looks, recalling his Bible story, 
he becomes gradually aware that the painter has achieved some-
thing greater than grace of line. He has told a meaningful 
story with truth, and he has chosen for his subject one of the 
eternally significant stories of the world. Others may tell it 
with more subtlety. None can tell it with more truthfulness. 
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So it is with .these men of medieval times who portrayed as 
best they knew the sacred scenes of Bible and churchly lore. 
They wrote, they acted, for men of their own time, employing 
the forms most natural to themselves and most intelligible 
to those they served9 That their work had meaning and real 
value is attested by the eagerness with which their fellows 
came year after year to witness the same performances and feel 
anew the thrill of former years. And we for Whom they did not 
write and act may still look upon their work, with an occasional 
smile , to be sure, at their naivete, but with real appreciation 
of the sincerity of purpo se which made their service great. 
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Chapter IV 
The Passing of Religious Drama and Its Return 
Contemporary Resurrection Drama 
* * • 
The fundamental affinity between religion and drama 
in the instinctive sincerity of their primitive form is no 
guarantee of friendliness between the institutions which have 
been built by them - the church and the theatre. In fact, 
the ascetic spirit of the Church , so jealous a guardian of the 
forms and practices of religion, has so often come into conflict 
with the prevailing type of drama that the impression given 
to the unthinking is that of fundamental antagonism. As early 
a s 1400, when in Chester the citizens were enjoying Pope Clement(s 
one thousand days of pardon in recognition of their witnessing 
the pageants, the followers of Wycliffe were · inveighing against 
such performances in sermon and song. Why? Because "men and 
women wept at the sights before them and gave credence to many 
lies as well as truths by this means". This was perhaps the 
view of the fanatic. But by 1600 the disapproval had become 
much more widespread. The rising tide of anti-Catholic feeling 
strongly opposed the extra-Scriptural features which had been 
incorporated into the popular drama. Then too the general in-
tellectual Renascence had tended to lessen the appeal of these 
naive productions. The York manuscript, for example, shows 
numerous emendations designed to make the plays acceptable to 
post-Reformation audiences, and there is on record a most 
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interesting letter from the Dean of York to the mayor and 
council, in which the writer disapproves of the plays sub-
mitted because many things in them "be disagreeing from the 
sincerity of the Gospel". The Chester plays, too, when re-
vived in 1600 after a period of rest, were introduced with 
admonitions to the audience to have regard for nthe tyme of 
ignorance in which we did strayen. 
But no change in the body could revive the spirit 
of the old mysteries or of the Corpus Christi festivals Which 
featured them. The temper of the age was an altered temper, 
and the plays which replaced the offending ones were dull moral-
ities, semi-historical plays~ and the like, written with some-
thing less than the oldtime purity _of motive and performed with 
much less than the oldtime zeal. The energy that had once been 
expended on the dramatizing of scenes from Holy Writ and church-
ly tradition was diverted into new channels, and while the 
Mystery Play was dying a lingering death, there were coming into 
being the Morality, the Interlude, the Masque, and the Chronicle-
Play, housed in the professional theatre or in the halls of the 
nobility. So fascinating were these new forms and so swift 
their development under the influence of closer contacts with 
continental drama~ that an almost complete secularization of 
dramatic art was effected with surprising suddenness. The 
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Puritan element in the church, then, found it necessary to oppose 
not only the old quasi-religious drama as a relic of popish super-
stition but the newer drama as an idle diversion. Here, unfortun-
ately, lofty idealism had misguided expression. Not reform 
but annihilation was the object sought, and it was sought with 
no little vigor. Just how the wicked the theatre supposedly 
was and hmw energetic and sweeping were the attacks upon it 
one may learn from the anti-theatre classic, Prynne•s Histrio-
Mastix, the fruit of seven years of devoted labor! As long as 
the stage enjoyed the favor of the crown and of the nobility 
such invective and the hostility it represented were ineffective. 
But in the troublous days following the Scottish rebellion of 
1639 there was actually brought about, through act of Parlia-
ment, the closing of all theatres for the duration of "these 
sad causes and set-times of humiliation". When after a decade 
and a half the drama reappeared it came in a form that merited 
neither the blessing of the Church nor the approval of Art. 
It was largely an instrument of political or religious partisan-
ship, often unscrupulously used, and in its open mockery of 
the clergy and defiance of high moral standards it may be said 
to represent a desecration of that which the medieval church had 
loved and fostered. 
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Thenceforward no attempt was made to close t he theatres, 
but the opposition took the only practicable form. That is, 
churches of the Calvinist type discouraged attendance upon the 
theatre, with what strength they could, and as the theatre con-
tinued to walk in the ways of corruption and extravagance their 
attitude was sufficiently justified to be persistent. At any 
rate, it did persist and was transplanted with Calvinism to 
America) where the Puritan tradition has been the dominant 
one. From this point on, the present discussion must limit 
itself to the trend of feeling and the process of development 
observed in the Protestantism of America. Here the vast num-
ber of denominations and sectarian groups makes it impossible 
to quote any authority as the spokesman of the Church, and 
lack of space forbids anything more satisfactory than a fe 
safe generalities. 
The bitter hostility of early Puritan days did 
not long survive as an expression of popular feeling. The 
theatre came) with good and evil intermingled as everywhere, 
b~inging a type of amusement which gratifies a universal human 
instinct. The sterner elements in Protestantism tried, as 
s ome still do, to restrain their people from attending, either 
forbidding or discouraging such practice. This failing, the 
next step was not a step at all but a lapse into silence on the 
subject of theatre-going. A further advance - or a further 
weakening, according as one views the situation - is represent-
ed by the toleration of amateur dramatics in church circles. 
Through this means, quite generally countenanced to-day, the 
theatre has been given a sort of back-door admission to the 
church. But the front door is being opened only slowly and 
with great caution. The drama, banned and banished three hun-
dred years ago by reason of its secular alliances, must show 
itself fit for the~holy alliance of still earlier centuries. 
To this end such work as that done during the past twenty years 
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by Jerome Ka Jerome, Charles Rann Kennedy, Stephen Phillips, 
Florence Converse, John Masefield, and Louis Parker, is very 
serviceable. The technique of the stage~ it has been sho n, 
can be used upon the characters and truths of the Bible in 
such a way as to satisfy the demands of dramatic art and re-
ligious instinct. A still larger entering wedge has been driven 
by the revival of pageantry, also the work of the last twenty 
years, but more especially of the past ten. This looser 
dramatic form has the advantage in that it is historically 
unconnected with the wvils of the theatre; it utilizes to a 
large extent the music and processional which are distinctly 
at home in the church; and it aligns itself easily with the 
popular celebrations of the events in the church year - Christmas, 
Easter, Harvest Home, and so on. The time-~onored "program" of 
songs and drills and recitations and dialogues gives way easily 
before a pageant, which uses many of the same resources and is 
not too exacting in its artistic requirements. But this new 
and temptingly usable form needs to be jealously guarded lest 
its careless use tend to lower the standard of religious drama 
for a church which should accept nothing but the best in art as 
well as in religion. The present great need is for the devoted 
services of real artists who shall write for the church audito-
rium and vestry plays and pageants and pageant-plays comparable 
in impressiveness and genuine appeal with the best that the 
theatre can offer. Through these the taste of the church-going 
public may be so formed that in time the stage can be reformed 
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and the reconciliation of religion and drama at length accomplished. 
The chief obstacles in the way are four in number: the ill 
adaptation of most auditoriums and vestries for dramatic 
performances; the lack of money for the purchase of proper-
ties and lighting equipment and the payment of expert directors; 
the low standard maintained through many years for the prSgrams 
of church festivals; and the ancient prejudice still existing 
in many quarters against anything that savors of the theatre. 
Not one of these, however, appears in the light of the develop-
ments within American Protestantism as insurmountable. 
Much of what has been said about the religious drama 
in general is applicable in the nature of the case to that par-
ticular form which is here under discussion. However , Easter 
drama "has troubles of its own". Whereas the widespread ob-
servance of Christmas on a community basis has stimulated the 
composition and production of appropriate plays, and the English 
tradition has lengthened the range in time of t he celebration, 
the Easter festival is distinctly an affair of the Christ i an 
chur ch , and in the popular feeling Easter drama loses much of 
it s acceptability if not presented on Easter day . The morning 
hour is pre-empted by the regular church service, usually t he 
best attended of the year and often given over to confirmatimn 
or to some other ceremony of peculiar significance. If drama 
is to be admitted into the celebration of the great festival, 
it must be in the aft ernoon or the evening, and here its poverty 
runs in competition with the wealth of beautiful oratorio and 
cantata music produced during the dormancy of the drama. so 
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that while the Resurrection is of larger Christian significance 
than the Nativity, its resources, dramatically speaking, have 
been and are being very slowly developed. And even musically 
there is a sad handicap in that there is less of melody and 
text that is irresistibly suggestive of Easter than there ought 
t o be, the average congregation knowing probably three dis-
tinctively Christmas songs or hymns to one for Easter. 
But this is not all. The chief difficulty lies in 
the fact that the central figure of the Resurrection story, if 
it be dramatized according to the leadings of the Gospel narrat -
ives as was done in the medieval myst eries, is the person of 
Christ - not a helpless infant, readily suggested by the mother 
and the manger-cradle, but an acting, speaking man. It is to the 
credit of the modern mind that it rejects as impossible the pre-
sentation of the Divine Person and accepts only what can be con-
veyed through symbolism, through suggestion. But here lies an 
obstacle which is only slowly being surmounted in churches of 
the non-ritualistic type, to which type most American churches 
belong. The language of symbolism is largely unintelligible 
to the Protestant mind - tragically so. In repudiating some 
of the errors of the ages the zealots of the Reformation for-
feited as well a valuable part of the heritage of the ages. 
With the Calvinists of western Europe, all that savored of 
the rigid ecclesiasticism of the past fell under the ban Em-
phasis on the truth as printed on the Bible page and acted in 
practical life was accompanied by a corresponding neglect of 
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truth as presented under symbols in stained-glass windows , 
i n noble architecture~ in painted and sculptured decoration, 
and in the drama of the worship service. Much that the common 
man had understood and loved, much that he had found mysterious 
and equally loved, was denied to him and never offered to his 
children. Similarly, traditions and traditional observances 
of great beauty and of real value in training the emotions 
were sternly rejected - partly, no doubt, for fear that in the 
popular thought they might be confused with the revealed truths 
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of the Bible~ partly as an assertion of .uncompromising hostility 
to the past. So the vast majority of Protestants have been reared 
in unblissful ignorance of symbol and tradition, utterly unable 
to appreciate the possibilities of the "meaningful picturesque" 
in worship. 
The Easter message, then, cannot be conveyed in t h e 
symbolism of an expanded ritual, as in the early days of religious 
drama. Equally impossible is the objective realism of the old 
mystery plays. Hence it comes that the Easter drama of to-day 
tends to be not so much a representation of Resurrection scenes 
as a recognition in dramatic form of a deathless personality. 
Not the fact that Christ arose, but the fact that He did not 
and will not die - this it is that has gripped the imagination 
of modern writers. Accordingly, the materials chosen are often 
not drawn from the actual scenes of Easter morning but rather 
from the days preceding, when the Christ of God in his living 
and iri his dying wrought mightily upon the souls of men. Thus 
it is with the moat artistic of the "Resurrection" plays here 
to be reviewed. In reality they do not feature the resurrection 
at all; for in such a psychological treatment the opening of the 
tomb cannot be the initial exciting moment, nor the climax, but 
rather - if indeed it appear at all - it must be in the nature 
of a denouement, a sort of dramatic Amen, of divind pronouncement. 
We have come a long *ay, in time, from the simple liturgical 
play and from the medieval mystery, but we are very young and 
inexperienced still in our handling of this magnificent theme, 
and we are feeling our way rather hesitantly) trying now one, 
now another, of the paths opened up by that miracle-worker 
called Suggestione 
There is, for example, the path followed by John 
Masefield in his gripping poetic drama, "Good Friday". The author 
has seized upon two Scriptural suggestions of the amazing power 
exerted by Jesus 1 s personality- the intuitive fears of Pilate's 
wife, and the overpowering conviction forced upon the Roman cen-
turion at the c:t:oss. Imagination has furnished him with a third-f· 
namely, the mysteriously superior spiritual insight of a sight-
less madman, from whose lips come utterances nothing short of 
sublime. The story of which they are a part treats, in one 
act and one scene, the swiftly moving events which follow~ 
Herod's returning of the prisoner to Pilate. It is true ~n the 
main to the facts of the Bible narrative. But how enriched! 
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The genius of the dramatist has added here a bit of signifioant 
action, there a touch of characterization, here a clarified motive , 
there a revealing word, with such fidelity to the spirit of the 
original that the reader sees more clearly than ever before the 
psychological unity of the whole. In spite of the numerous 
extra-Scriptural features the play impresses him as a triumph 
of literal realism. 
At the opening of the play Pilate is ssen giving a 
warrant for the release of Barabbas and orders for the scourg-
ing of Jesus to Longinus, the very centurion who, no indiffer-
ent, is destined to be shaken to his soul's foundations before 
his work is done. Action foll ows promptly upon action. 
Procula comes with her plea for the innocent, formerly denied 
while court was in session; a Chief Citizen brings new evidence, 
obtained from Judas, regarding the menace of such a Messianic 
claimant as Jesus; a crowd gathers in the courtyard, all hostile 
to the prisoner except the blind madman selling lilies and 
begging. Pilate appearing makes show mf indecision but ends 
by writing the ironic inscription for the cross and pronouncing 
sentence of death upon the prisoner whom imagin4tion so readily 
pictures in the midst f the jeering crowd. The protesting 
madman is beaten aside; the troops with their victim pass through 
the gate. While the madman and the Chief Citizen talk with the 
sentry, cries from afar, and reports, suggest the c~el deed on 
yonder hill. A bugle sounds; the sentry leaves; and as darkness 
lowers a lone madman interprets for us the tragedy and the vict-
ory of Golgotha. Pilate returns, a bit disturbed by the earth-
quake shock and blackened sky but anashamed. The grief-smitten 
Procula denounces his deed as a desecration of Roman power and 
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to signify her innocence and draw atoning blood she stabs her . 
arm. Pilate is unimpressed, however~ Indeed he is impressed 
with nothing quite so much as with the dignity and requirements 
of his office. Now Joseph of Arimathaea asks and receives his 
boon, the custody of the precious body of the Master. Longinus, 
summoned to verify the report that Jesus is already ~ead, tells 
in tones of awe the long story of his overwhelming experience on 
Calvary's Hill. Uneomprehending Pilate kindly pardons his weak-
kneed fearfulness as the effect of earthquake weather, then 
turns to greet his guest, Lord Heroda As they exchange courtesies, 
the crowd, among them the Madman, throng in, saluting Herod. 
The dignit~ries go within. Gradually the crowd leaves, for the 
glad Passover celebration is at hand. Alone under the Paschal 
moon a Madman, caressing white lilies, interprets the deathless 
meaning of it all. 
So runs the action. So brief a survey may perhaps 
suggest that the outline is simple, the line of progress very 
clear and steady, and the whole impressive rather than spectac-
ular. But it cannot show with What superb taste action and word 
have been chosen to convey the emotions desired. Within the 
limits of a one-act play the reader has been swept from hopeful-
ness to apprehension, from apprehension to despair, and from 
despair to assurance, feeling with the centurion as he declares 
to Pilate, "Lord, in the earthquake God had come for him", and 
with the Madman as he muses -
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Beautiful lilies grow 
Wherever the truth so sweet 
Has trodden with bloody feet, 
Has stood with a bloody brow. 
Friend, it is over now, 
The passion, the sweat, the pains; 
Only the truth remains. 
In the progress toward this assurance of ultimate triumph one 
has been made to know and feel all that entered significantly 
into the making of the tragedy - the tenseness of the Jew-
versus-Roman situation in Jerusalem, exaggerated at Passover 
season; the falling away of Jesus's friends, especially the 
disillusioned Judas and the cowardly Peter, whose denial we 
hear; the craving of the populace for excitement and their 
brute relish of crucifixion scenes; and the self-importance 
of Pilate, a man too fine to desire Jesus•s death but too coarse 
to appreciate his sacrificial life. Yet none of these facts 
has been conveyed by mere report or by forced dramatic methods. 
The evidences have been seen and heard. Incidentally, there 
are introduced as many as practicable of those familiar Biblical 
facts which we have learned to look for in. earlier plays: the 
sealing of the tomb, ordered here in the presence of Jo seph of 
Arimathaea; the soldiers cast ing lots for the garment s· of the 
vict im; the women at the ctoss; the earthquake that came with 
His dying breath 1 cleaving stones and opening graves. These are 
all communicated naturally, not one person obviously "stepping 
out of his part" to tell the audience what it wants to hear. 
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The whole structure is a model of compactness, adequacy in motive, 
and clear, consistent characterization, developed in an atmosphere 
~hich suggests the ominous from the very opening lines. Especially 
noteworthy is the author 1 s use of dramatic irony. With consum-
mate skill he has pictured the doom of the Innocent One against 
the bright background of Passover jubilance. And over against 
Pilate with his physical and mental aware-ness foiled by spir-
itual dullness there is the blind yet clear-visioned Madman. 
Improbable he may be, but he is superb, this man who says of 
himself -
•..••.•••••••. This uneasy current in my head 
Burst, one full moon, and cleansed me, then I saw 
Truth like a perfect crystal, life its flaw. 
I told the world, but I was mad, they said. 
It is he who mediates to us the message of Calvary as the dread 
darkness falls. The grimness of the fight for truth, the hostile 
mockery of wild-souled men, the body torture and the soul at 
peace, the final anguish of death 1 s moment, and the triumph of 
the deathless spirit in a land where angels reign and lilies 
grow - all these the blind man senses and reveals, and we need 
no opened tomb to know that all is well. 
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As remarked at the outset, this is not strictly a 
Resurrection playa There is not even a suggestion of the Saviour's 
visible rising. However, the rather detailed discussion here given 
seems justified in that the play involves so many of the persons 
and incidents entering into the Resurrection story and is so 
finely illustrative of what may be done with such deeply vital 
and s ignificant Scripture material when the mind of the dramatic 
poet joins with the heart of A Christian to work upon it in a 
spirit of reverence. There is a liberal use of original sources 
-· .. _r- -
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and related material from the Bible, with relatively little fiction 
added to give continuity and clearness, and throughout the play 
the action and dialog~e are void of offence. The author has 
not failed, indeed, to give individuality to his characters. 
The maddened populace do not act and talk with the dignity of 
Pilate, and neither speaks in the poetic strain of the Madman. 
Colloquial ease marks some passages, and a touch of vulgar-
.ity is introduced here and there, with design. But the poetic 
form does induce a certain restraint which comports well with 
the language of the Bible and tends to make this type of play 
more acceptable to the Christian public than some other attempts 
that have been made to impress the same truths. 
From this play, so definitely objective in its realism, 
so full of action that a brief summary of it is almost impossible, 
we turn to one of exactly opposite type. Charles Rann Kennedy 
has also been fascinated with the awful irony of Golgotha and 
expressed it in a one-act drama. 11 The Terrible Meek" is a play 
of mental action, highly subjective, and very largely dependent 
for its effectiveness on that elusive thing called atmosphere. 
Such are its requirements that no amateur stage can meet them 
and none but professional actors have enough richness of other 
resources to dispense with them. As evidence, note the opening 
of the play, typical of suggestions interspersed throughout. 
The Time: A time of darkness 
The Place: A wind-swept hill 
Before the curtain rises, a bell from some 
distant place of worship tolls the hour. Nine 
brazen notes, far off, out of tune. Then a heavy 
peal of thunder, and the sharp, cracking strike 
of a bolt; yet, above all, one other soU3d , more 
piercing - a strange, unearthly cry. There follows 
a mighty howling of wind, blended with a confused 
clamour of voices and the hurrying of many feet. 
The noises have all died away, when the curtain 
rises upon inky darkness. 
A sudden hush. The silence deepens. There is 
a sense of moorlands and desolate places. 
Far off, a cow lows in her stall. Some lost 
sheep ~own in the valley bleats dismally. Silence 
again. 
It is broken by the voice of a Woman, weeping 
bitterly. 
And at the close, after the darkness has gradually been lifting, 
An unearthly splendor fills the place. 
It is seen to be the top of a bleak stony hill with 
little grass to it. 
a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • ~ • • • • • • • • • ¥ • • • • • • • • • • • • 
•..•••..••.•••••..• Above them (the three persons of 
the play) rise three gaunt crosses bearing three dead 
men gibbeted like thieves. 
At the foot of the crosses a flock of sheep nibble 
peacefully at th.e grass. The air is filled with the 
sound of their little bells. 
Obviously, many of the "atmospheric suggest ions" are designed 
for the reader, not given as stage directions. The author and 
his gifted wife, Edith Wynne Matthison, have given "The Terrible 
Meek" impressive presentation without the aid of stage setting, 
but the extreme length of the most telling speeches and the lack 
of physical action put an exceedingly heavy tax on any performer 
and, lacking the artistic performer, on the audience! 
The treatment of the theme , •the meek shall inherit 
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the earth", is built around the remorse of the centurion and 
the anguish of the mother of Jesus as they linger at the c~oss. 
Into the officer's mind there has gradually come through con-
templation of the Christ a new idea of Empire, a ne ideal of 
Kinge To the mother there comes through the centurion's faith 
an exalted vision of the future which the sacrifice of her Son 
has made possible for the world. The only other character is 
a common soldier who has just been dicing for the clothes of 
the crucified man. He is plainly a foil for the two main 
characters, a man who feels the grewsomeness of the crucifixion 
rather than its tragedy and while he is not without sympathy, 
being newly a father himself, yet is satisfied that he has done 
nothing but his duty. The mental action of the drama begins 
with the opening wail of the Mother, answered by the Centurion 
with "My God, this is awful. I can't stand it." He has already 
begun to hate himself, and he is stung into fresh self-loathing 
as the Woman repels his proffered kindness with "Leave me be. 
Don't touch mee There's the smell of death on you." The truth 
of her accusing words strikes home. The centurion reflects on 
what he has done, he who gave the order to kill. He thinks it 
through. At the end he asks the forgiveness of the Mother and 
casting his lot with the builders of the new Empire Which he 
pictures for her and with her, he refuses to obey the command 
of his General to take the lead in another judicial murder. 
Ostensibly this new conviction is developed through a long con-
versation with the soldier, whose indifference is changed to 
something approaching shame. In reality, however, he is thinking 
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aloud, feeling his way to a solution of the awful conflict 
in his soul, and the didactic strain in which he speaks is 
the marring of the play - more s_erious, from the dramatic point 
of view, than the Soldier's vulgar dialect, which bans the play 
for many. A few passages will serve to illustrate both, and 
to call attention at the same time to the author's use of 
suggestion. 
Captain. Strange thoughts have been coming to me in 
the last six hours. 
Soldier. It's difficult to know wot 1 s wot in these out-
landish places. It's not like at 1 ome, sir, where there's 
Law and Order an 1 Patriotism an 1 God's Own True Religion. 
These blarsted *eathens got no gratitude. •Ere's the Empire 
sweatin' 1 er guts aht, tryin 1 to knock some sense inter their 
dam' silly •eds; an 1 wot do get aht of it, orl said an'done? 
Nuthin 1·l .Nuthin' but a lot of ingratitude, 1 ard words> in-
surrections, an 1 every nah an 1 then a bloody example like 
this • ere to-day! Oh, these foreigners mek me sick, they 
do reelyl 
Captain. Yes, perhaps that has been the real trouble 
all along. 
Soldier. Wot 1as, Captain? 
Captain. Taking these people - men like thi s one, for 
instance - for foreigners. 
Soldier. Well, you'il excuse me, sir, but wot the 'ell 
else are they? 
Captain. I'm not quite sure; but supposing they were 
more nearly related? SUpposing, after all, they happened 
to be of the same flesh and blood as you and me? SUpposing 
they were men? SUpposing, even, they were - brothers? 
Soldier. Brothers! Why, that's exactly wot 'e used ter 
say- 1 1m up there •..•.••••.•.••. Did you ever •ear 1 1m, sir? 
Captain. Once. Did you? 
Soldier. Once. 
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Then they fall to discussing What it was that the gibbeted man 
had done. It was rather What he said~ thinks the Soldier, and 
the Captain agrees that it might well be so, for "There is great 
-power in words. Al+ the things that ever get done in the world, 
good or bad, are done by words". But how did words of such 
slight offensiveness bring such tragic consequences? It was 
through a misconception of duty on the part of the priests, 
the voicers of public opinion, the magistrate, and finally of the 
Captain and the Soldier, though the latter is no inclined to fol-
low this far ., the exposition of his superior officer, who expresses 
himself thus: 
Whereupon, though we were practically ignorant as to 
the charge upon which this man was convicted; though we 
had grave doubts as to whether he were guilty at all; 
and while it is perfectly certain that we had nothing 
against him personally, that we even liked him, sympathized 
with him, pitied him; it became our dutylji our sworn, our 
sacred duty, to do to him - the terrible thing we did just 
now. 
The Soldier cannot take in all this as it is given, but he feels 
himself on the defensive and he takes refuge in indubitable fact . 
The man, says he, is dead as a door-nail. Hanging has done its 
work) and the thrust of a spear has added assurance. But the 
Captain has sensed a deeper truth. 
Captain. It would have to reach very far to touch 
this man ' s life. 
Soldier. Nah, whatever do you mean, Captain? 
Captain. I mean that 
thing~ You can't kill it. 
with all their hate, can't 
can't die, it rises again. 
life is a terrible, a wonderful 
All the soldiers in the world, 
kill it. It comes back, it 
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Such obvious didactics cannot be launched at an audience ex-
cept by an actor whose voice and personality enrich the lines 
immeasurably. 
Equally exacting but with more powerful emotional 
content is the part of the Mother, a long monologue given 
while the centurion struggles with silent anguish. Here there 
is the poetry of sincerity, the simplicity of words too spon-
taneous for ornament. She rehearses the life of her Son - the 
words and deeds, the hopes and fears, the misunderstandings, 
the glory and the shame: 
Thirty-three years ago he was my baby. I bore him. 
I warmed him: washed him, dressed him: fended for him. 
I fed his little mouth with milk. Thirty~three years ago. 
And now he's dead. 
Dead, that's what he is. Dead. Hung up in the air 
like a thief: broken and bleeding like a slaughtered beast. 
All the life gone out of him. And I 1m his mother. 
He had a strange 
the first d~y he 
They held folli. 
heart. 
8 • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
way with him, my son: aiways had, from 
come. His eyes •..••••• They was wonderful. 
That and his tongue and his tender, pitiful 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
If • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • e • • 
He wasn't particular, my son. He would go with anybody. 
?7 
He loved them so. There wasn't a drunken bibber in the place~ 
not a lozel, not a thief, not a loose woman on the streets, 
but called him brother. 
• $ 9 • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • 
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He's gone. I shall never know the touch and the healing 
gladness of him again, my son, my little lad •...• Hark! 
On'y the wind blowing up over the moors. God's breath, 
men call it. Ah! It strikes chill to the bones. 
• 9 • • • • • • • • • • • ' • ~ • 
e v • • • • • e ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
That was a cold night, too - the night you was bo%n, 
way out in the country yonder, in the barn with them beast-
ies. My man, he was sore about it. He covered us with his 
great wool coat, and went and sat out in the yard - under 
the stars - till them three gentlemen come. 
Them three gentlemen ....•...•. They talked wonderful. 
I have it all here in my heart. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
• e • • e • • • 9 • • • • 9 • e • e • • e 
On and on flow thw words of an aching heart. The promises were 
not forgotten. They had come true in the strange, unearthly 
power of her Son. But now he is dead. So she thinks; but the 
Centurion has a farther vision. At last he finds his voice 
and shares with the broken Mother the triumph of his faith. 
Here there is again a descent into didacticism and a certain 
forcing of the dialogue which mars, but it is relieved by the 
dr~atic incident which closes the play. The Soldier returns, 
. 
conveying orders for "another of these 1 ere bleedin 1 jobs, I 
think, sir". The Centurion refuses. The darkness melts away. 
SUch extended quoting is more, in a sense, than this 
play deserves, but in no other way can its method~ its quality, 
and its limitations be made clear, for "The Terrible Meek" is 
a fair illustration of what the Captain had to say about the 
power of words. It suggests the Digby Mystery of the Resurrec-
tion, whereas the Masefield is of the York-and-Towneley type. 
And neither is at all concerned with ritual or symbolism. It 
is then peculiarly interesting that we are enabled to study a 
third play, in which there has been effected a remarkable 
combination of subjective and objective realism, ot symbolism 
and suggestion, in the treatment of the Resurrection story. 
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"Thy Kingdom Come" is the drama referred to, called by its 
author, Florence Converse, A Dream of Easter Even. 
~ne scene represented is that of the soldiers' vigil 
in the garden by the Savior's tomb. In the chilly dusk of the 
early spring evening they wait for they know not what, these 
three perturbed men - he who plaited the Crown of Thorns, pacing 
restless up and down; he who won the Seamless Coat, shivering 
by the fire; and he who pierced the side of Jesus, reclining on 
a bench with a calm that is all external. All are in the grip 
of a reality too great for them. This man Jesus who had been 
their victim was no ordinary man, and his claims were no ordinary 
claims. What had he meant by his talk of an Everlasting King-
dom? What of this idea that he would rise from the dead? They 
fear it is true; they fear it is not true; and each fears lest 
his companions will discover how utterly shaken with fear he is. 
The tenseness of the situation is relieved by the entrance of 
a group of Galilean children, come with their palms and spring-
. . ;a 
time blossoms to the tomb of that Master~whose Kingdom they are 
so conscious of belonging. Jairus•s daughter is among them, 
a living proof of divine resurrecting power. The Boy who was 
an Epileptic is there, enabled by the Master's touch to walk now 
in safety. Other witnesses are the Boy who once had Five Barley 
Loaves and Two Fishes, and the Child whom Jesus blessed. They 
are subdued by the solemnity of what has happened and a bit awed 
by the soldiers. But these three distraught men are more inclined 
to welcome than to challenge such visitors. These little folks 
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have calm faith where the soldiers have unrest. They have assur-
ance where the soldiers have only vague hopes. As each child 
lays his offering before the tomb with a trustful prayer, 
"Master, remember me when you come into your Kingdom", the 
soldiers are given fresh glimpses of a reality which they have 
only dimly sensed before, and they take the opportunity to 
learn from the Master's most earnes and confident disciples 
what the Kingdom is and means. No more hunger, says the Lad 
of the Loaves. No more sickness, says the Epileptic Boy. 
Jesus's stories come true, says the Little Child. Everyone 
truly alive, says the Daughter of Jairus, and living upon the 
Bread of Heaven. Being with Jesus, though at first it be on a 
cross, say they all. When the Mother's voice from a distance 
has recalled the children, the soldiers' minds are thronged with 
thoughts, new thoughts, and longings unutterable. As they sink 
into sleep, each is visited by a Dream in the person of a child, 
each Dream-child bearing the appropriate Passion symbol - the 
crown of thorns, the nails and the seamless robe, the lance. 
And among them stands a fourth Dream figure, bearing an uplifted 
cross. 
The scenes of the passion fill the minds of the cons-
cience-smitten men. In sleep they rehearse and re-rehearse them, 
not now in the language of the street but in the chaste diction 
of the Gospel. They recall in anguish the mockery, the cruci-
fixion, the casting of lots for the garments, the Savior's agony 
of thirst and his tortured spirit, the piercing of his side. 
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But the Dreams are kind as well as jus~, and before they leave 
they bless the soldiers with peace. The children's words echo 
in the minds of the suffering men- "Thy Kingdom come 11 ••••• "Thy 
will be done, on earth as it is in heaven" ...••••.. "Hosanna!" 
Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord: Hosanna 
in the highest!" As the Dreams vanish, the evil past is for-
gotten, and the vision of the triumphant future presses upon 
them. "Behold11 , cries the Soldier of the Lance, "By the Cross 
joy hath come to the whole world!" His companions share his 
joy. Then all. ;are hushed in a dreamless sleep. "The white-
robed angels of the Resurrection come from behind the tomb. 
They scatter tha palms and flowers in a little pathway before 
the tomb. They set their winged shoulders to the great stone 
and roll it slowly, quietly away from the mouth of the tomb. 
They stand, one on each side of the open doorway of the tomb, 
their great wings arched above their bowed heads, their rever-
ent hands folded over t heir eyes. Silence. The darkness before 
dawn." 
This play has the effectiveness of deep~incerityJ 
superb simplicity, and essential truthfulness. It carries the 
message of victorious life and the open tomb very definitely 
and without a taint of objective crudity, linking it up in an 
unkistakeable way with the Mast er's loving ministry. Moreover, 
it does so without involving those who would present it in 
some of the difficulties commonly encountered. Not one of the 
characters is a person so sanctified or individualized in the 
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Scriptures as to restrain its presentation on the stage by an 
amateur actor. They, like the play as a whole, are true to 
idea rather than to fact. The: ·symbolism is not forced and 
it is easy of comprehension as well as beautiful. However , 
there are difficulties, and they seem to have been introduced 
gratuitously. In the effort to make the soldiers real life-
and-blood ones the author has given them a coarseness of 
language which at times goes farther than necessary beyond 
the bounds of refinement. To an "incurably American" audience 
this is less offensive than the corresponding usage in "The 
Terrible Meek" • It repels nevertheless, and however justi-
fiable from the point of view of dramatic art, it means in 
practice that the attention of the offended listener is again 
and again distracted from the main message of the play, and t h e 
outgoing of his sympathy toward the soldier is not what the 
author designed it should be. So closely are some of these 
objectionable lines interwoven with that Which is nobly con-
ceived and tastefully espressed -.!that it is possible in a few 
selected passages to illustrate the rare quality of the play 
and at the same t ·ime expose its difficulties. 
The soldiers, near the opening of the play, are 
reflecting upon the outcome possible for their strange ex-
perience. 
Soldier of the Thorns. That old blighter, Caiaphas, 
ain't afraid of the dead. It's the livin 1 he's out after. 
Soldier of the Coat. Them fishermenJ 
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Soldier of the Lancee The trouble with the High Priest 
is, he thinks everybody else is as oxy as he is. But I'm 
not going to lose my sleep waiting for Simon and the sons of 
Zebedee ta: hatch a plot to rob a tomb. I 1 d. develop insomnia 
permanent, if I did. 
Soldier of the Coat. I 1 11 be glad when the night's safe 
over. 
Soldier of the Lance. Same here. Say, if you're cold, 
sittin 1 in the-fire, what do you thi~ I am, layin' ont on 
this frosty bench? Where's your prophet's mantle you won 
so slick yesterday afternoon? If you're not goin' to use 
it, you might tuck it round me and kiss me good-night. 
Soldier of the Coat. Our baby was asleep .in it when 
I left home. He's been sick for two days, and I ain't had 
a wink of sleep. My wife thinks he -he - knew the coat. 
He snuggled right down and dropped off, quiet as you please. 
Soldier of the Thorns. He blessed my kids, too. Great 
one for kids,:He-wis. 
. . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Soldier of the Lance. Feel sorter responsible, now 
his mantle's descended on you, do you? (He turns his face 
once more to the sky and shuts his eyes) You poor fish! 
Soldier of the Coat. (pondering) They say He said 
the Kingdom's inside of us. 
Soldier of the Thorns. Rome, for mine! There's 
something you-can take hold on. 
Soldier of the Coat (puzzled). But He never talked 
against Rome.-- -------
Soldier of the Lance (intoning, his eyes closed). No 
man can serve two masters. 
Soldier of the Coat (piteously) • But I can't find no 
Kingdom inside-o?Jme-ro-serve. 
Soldier of the Thorns (pausing beside the brazier and 
looking down good-naturedly at his comrade). Nothin' but 
guts, heh? Well, guts ain't so worse. 
Soldier of the Coat. You think He's not going to rise 
from the dead~ --- ----
Soldier of the Thorns (non-committal). 'Tain't mornin' 
yet. \fuat do you say, Longinus? 
Soldier of the Lance. I say - there won't be any 
Kingdom unless-He does rise from the dead. 
It is blr no means clear that realism has to be so literal as to 
mar the beauty and lessen the appeal of a drama so valuable 
as this one. The soldiers would be sufficiently soldier-like 
to gratify an audience and "carry over" their message even 
after their speech had been divested of its more vulgar trim-
mings. Indeed, time may prove that relig~ous drama of the John 
Maeefield type of diction has something of the vitalit¥ of the 
King James Bible, being inseparably linked with the noblest of 
human thought. However that may be, it is certain that "Thy 
Kingdom Come" opens up some new possibilities in Resurrection 
drama which promise well for the future. 
The three plays revie'vved above rel?resent an appr.oac~ 
to th~ Easter story through the avenue of art, pure and simple. 
If the authors had in mind the requirements and limitations 
of an average church auditorium and audience, they did not 
betray it. Now, when we turn from them to the plays which have 
been written from the practical viewpoint, we find ourselves at 
once in the midst of mediocrities. To surmount the obstacles 
which have been indicated requires a period of training for 
authors, actors, producers., and audience, which as yet has not 
been passed through. One writer purposes to use the church audi-
torium with the fewest possible stage adjuncts, and to abide by 
the Scripture account - a composite one, necessari ly - assigning 
narrative portions and some of the direct discourse to a Reader 
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and the rest of the dialogue to the characters acting. The 
result is a distinctly sketchy affair of four short scenes, no 
one of which is adequate in content. Music aids the effect, 
but it has not the emotionalizing power of what is universally 
familiar, owing to a lack previously mentioned. Another writer, 
seeing the obstacles in the way of objective and literal treat-
ment, decides on the method of symbolism. The thing of beauty 
produced impresses the reader with the purity and loveliness 
of the author's own thought but when ena~ed before the untutored 
audience it misses its mark. That which should be obvious and 
meaningful is in reality mysterious and disturbing. 
Meanwhile, an ~mazing measure of approval is accorded 
to plays as i nferior in dramatic structure as Lyman Bayard's 
"The Dawning". Participants enter into its production with 
eagerness, and Christian people .who throng to see it go home 
with a high and holy purpose in their hearts. Prejudice against 
drama in the church is broken down, and in many places the Easter 
play takes its place as an annual event. For here they are given 
a concrete something which corresponas to the ideas they have 
gained from their Bibles, relating and illuminating them in a 
new and wholly comprehensible way. Th ey do not see Jesus rise, 
to be sure, but they share the emotion of the Maries, the dis-
ciples, Cand others who have so seen and who interpret their ex-
perience to them. That is, the author has used the momentum 
of the loved familiar to bear home the import of his play; 
and it does so, although the play itself is too obtrusively 
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didactic to deserge serious consideration as art. The charac-
ters are obviously his tools, especially the children; their 
phraseology is an odd mixture of the poetic and the commonplace; 
the music is unfailingly trivial and introduced with little 
artistic taste. .Yet "The Dawning" is doing a needed service 
in objectifying the Resurrection story~ 
A somewhat different type of service is being rendered 
by "The Rock", a long three-act play dealing with Simon Peter, 
written by Mary P. Hamlin. This happens to be of higher quality 
though none too well proportioned and certainly not a master-
piece. It is pure drama 3 unmixed with drama or pageant effects. 
The audience follows the development of the impetuous Peter 
from the time of his calling to the time of his bitter denial. 
They see Mary of Magdala as she was and as she became. They 
observe certain Oriental customs of which they have had only 
.. 
partial knowledge heretofore. From the opening scene showing 
Peter the ambitions fisherman and ardent lover to the closing 
scene of Peter the love-redeemed disciple they watch things 
happen with rapt interest and all along they are saying to 
themselves, not "I wonder", but "Now I understand". There is 
value in an effort of this kind - a value which playwrights do 
well not to lose sight of if they would serve the church. 
People do need intellectual stimulation and an occasional prick 
or sting may be necessary, but they need also a certain measure 
of intellectual satisfaction before the emotional values of a 
play can be realized in them. In supplying this need "The Rock" 
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provides one more usable drama which may by a li t ·tle strain-
ing of terms be classed with dramas of the Resurrection. 
To these typical examples there might be added a fairly 
long list of dramatic and semi-dramatic productions. There are 
the moralities which \¥e have always With us.. so much more 
tempting to the writer than attractive to the audience. There 
are the new-life allegories, often beautiful in themselves 
but as clearly related to the Lord's resurrection as Santa 
Claus is to His birth. This is the form most often adopted 
for children's plays. Then there are the various combinations 
of music and reading, procession and pantomime, lantern pictures 
and hymns, which furnish forth the Easter program in most places. 
Compared with the specimens of drama which have been reviewed 
in more or less detail, mone of these has any great interest or 
worth . Yet all, the greater included, are of value as stepping-
stones to an attainment as yet unmade. What the Resurrection 
drama of Protestantism will be has not yet appeared. Its re-
vival is still a very new and not thoroughly confident move-
ment. However, it is possible, in the light of observation 
rather than on the basis of any quotable authority, to make 
some inferences and conjectures. 
In this Easter drama of the future the church and 
the theatre will meet on the plane of absolute sincerity. The 
Easter play will not be an "extra shown, given as an attraction 
by means of which to dill the pews. It will be a natural ex-
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pression of a desire on the part of some to present and others 
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to witness, a representation of that which is most significant 
in Christian faith. On the other hand, the dramatic artist 
will win approval only as his work portrays and clarifies truth 
for the worshippers. To this he will subordinate all else -
t he desire for spectacular effects, the temptation to exploit 
individual actors, the inducements of sentimentality, the ten-
dency to arouse emotion by means foreign to the highest in art. 
Then it will be seen as in the centuries gone by that the l ines 
of religious interest and of dramatic interest do converge, 
and Christ ian folk will not need to go to Oberarnmergau to 
know that they do~ When the emotions desired by. the Church 
and the emotions produced by the arts of the theatre are true 
and pure~ there can be no hostility. The latter serve the former, 
and they do so in the most friendly co-operation with the other 
arts, all of which have been at one time or another under the 
ban. Painting, music, architecture - are they not all children 
of the Church? Inspired by her they have made their mightiest 
ach ievements and gone out to serve the world. So has the drama. 
But where the other arts secularized by their new contacts won 
the disapproval of the Church and have long suffered from her 
indifference, the drama almost forfeited the birthright of the 
eldest child by the enthusiastic service ~iven to worldly em-
ployers. Almost, but not quite. The drama has never been 
actually disinherited and is now on the way home, ready for a . 
broader type of service than ever before~ 
The service of drama to the celebration of East er may 
be expected to assume two leading forms. First, the production 
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of plays adapted to the vestry or to the chancel only slightly 
made over for stage purposes, these employing various motifs 
of the Passion season and offering themselves as appropriate 
on a variety of days near Easter. Here the constructive imagina-
tion is bound to play a large part in the composition as in 
"Good Friday" and "Thy Kingdom '! Come", and the individual 
actor will play a large part in its success. More and more 
successfully will the New Testament materials be used for 
impressing men with the deathlessness of the Christ, and it 
will become possible for the church to give its people each 
year a new view of the eternal significance of that matchless 
life. Second, the enrichment of the Ea ster worship service 
through elements essentially dramatic. This lies farther in 
the future, for the effectiveness of processio3al and sym-
bolic movement and the meaning of color and emblem are not 
taught in a day. But there are evidences in plenty that the 
Calvinistic churches are finding less unacceptable the ritual-
istic features of the older worship service. Orders of worshjp 
involving chants and responses are commonly seen in hymnals 
and in service books and pamphlets. The chorus choir is coming 
into its own, which presages the eliminating of the personal 
element so abhorrent to the Anglican worshipper, and vestments 
for such choirs are being classed as indispensable. Wider 
observance is being given to the Lenten season in churches 
formerly unconcerned with the "Church yearn. May it not be t hat 
the cul mination of this movement may be the restoration of some-
thing resembling the old liturgical drama to the Eastor i 
... serv ce? 
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H~w effectively that increasingly popular sunrise service 
could be built around the visit of the Maries to the tomb! 
Here would be the place for the drama in which personality 
is submerged and music and pantomime with the aid of light 
and color speak truth to the heart. 
By .the side of these two main forms there will be 
the looser pageant structure which has accompanied the other 
purer dramatic forms through their history, more or less at 
a distance - at present, less. Here there will be added to 
the dramatic resources the effectiveness of groups and mass 
formations and there will be subtracted the difficulties at-
t endant on a closely-knit plot, making the pageant highly 
serviceable as an educative influence reaching many particip-
ants. As a church school project it promises to be of permanent 
interest and valuee 
In preparing the way for the homecoming of Easter 
and other religious drama several agents will be engaged -
or perhaps one should say are engaged, though their extensive 
development is still in the future. First, there are in local 
churches and communities those who promote such drama as i 
acceptable and available for amateurs at the present time -
chiefly the looser sort of pageant, in which many participate 
at small expense of money or time in preparation . Second, 
there are pageant experts paid to promote such performances on 
a large scale, using local talent more ef ficiently and ambitious-
JI..y than a lo-cal director. 'Dhird, we may l ook for an increased 
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number of trained itinerants - both directors and playing 
companies. These will do, in a professional way, the thing 
that the church is not as yet ready for but in time will fosterQ 
The degree of their success in healing the breach between the 
church and the theatre will depend on the purity of their motive 
and the· sincerity of their work. Fourth, further educational 
work must be expected from definite experiment centers in 
schools of religious education pr mn institutions equally fitted 
to do this service. Some agency not immediately responsible to 
any one church or denomination must take the forward steps which 
others are too timorous to take, supplying the plays, the actors, 
and the stage for trying out new forms. When such work is done 
by artists who are vitally concerned with religion and by con-
secrated servants of the church who are deeply interested in 
dramatic art, there may be confident expectation of progress 
in the field of religious drama. Moreover, it is certain that 
no theme will be found more worthy of being worked upon and 
more richly suggestive than the one which first captured the 
imagination of the worshippers of Christ and wrought itself 
into the solemn service of the Mass- the Lord's resurrection. 
To the elaboration of this theme the art of music 
has made noble contributions. Pictorial art has blessed the 
world with Resurrection masterpieces. Artists in stained 
glass have glorified church windows with the symbols of eternal 
life. The poets have not been silent. Likewise there was a 
time when, as has been seen, the lovers of drama - writers, 
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actors, spectators - used their art to impress the Easter mes-
sage upon the hearts of men. There was peculiar need for their 
work in a day when few could read the story from the printed 
page. But in this twentieth century when almost everyone can 
so read, there is still a peculiar need for its representation 
in drama. For many who can read at will read not at all, and 
many read with their eyes but not with understanding hearts. 
If there is any mode of expression which will stimulate the minds 
of men, women, and children, to know the truth and through their 
emotions ur~e them to act the truth, it is that of the drama, 
which they instinctively employ and invariably love. If there is 
any truth which ought to be thus known and acted upon, it is the 
central fact of the Christian faith: The Lord is risen. He is 
not gone; He is here. His is endless life and endless power 
And when we have set ourselves earnestly to the ~ask of finding 
the most appropriate expression of this truth for the Christian 
church, we shall doubtless find that there is none more adequate 
and more beamtiful than the form which the Resurrection story 
itself - the drama, simple, impressive, sincere. 
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SUMMARY 
The significance of the resurrection of Christ is 
such as to make the exptession of its truth an essential, 
and therefore a permanent, feature in Christian worship. 
When the original fourfold account of the first Easter is 
examined, the story is found to contain all the essential 
elements of drama - a fact m1ich suggests that the drama may 
fit t ingly be used by the Christian church for the conveying of 
the resurrection message. As a matter of history there has been 
through the ages a close association of drama with religion, a 
tendency for religion in its simplest and purest forms t o ex-
press itself in instinctive mimetic action. Such is the origin 
of the symbolic movements, the solemn intonations, the emotion-
alized speech and song of the Mass; and it is in th·i s solemn 
service of the Church as adapted to the observance of Easter 
that we find the springs of West-European drama as well as the 
earliest dramatic expression of resurrection truth. 
Of these early liturgic plays there are few specimens 
extant, but these few suffice to show the trend of development: 
First, the simplest trope form att ached to the Introit of the 
Easter Mass , a brief musical dialogue tn Latin; second, an em-
bryonic play, still in Latin, in which the altar presided over 
by a cleric i mpersonating the angel dimly figures as the sepul-
chre, and three clerics in~ersonate ~ without differentiation, the 
three Maries ; third, a longer, much more elaborate Latin play with 
more characters, better individualized, and with freer use of 
dialogue both sung and spoken; fourth, a souewhat similar struc-
ture involving, however, the use of the vernacular in the sections 
of free composition. To these may be added the long but simply 
constructed Digby Mystery, which builds one of the simple tropes 
into its extended and largely subjective treatment of the Resur-
rectione 
In st rong contrast to the character and the form of 
the last mentioned work is the highly objective, realistic 
portrayal of Easter morning scenes which we find in the lystery 
Plays so popular throughout England in the fourteenth, fifteenth, 
and sixteenth centuries. Given in the open rather than in the 
cathedral, in English rather than in the unintelligible Latin, 
by tradesmen actors instead of clergy, these performances were 
distinctly of and for the people . They were for the most part 
given at Corpus Christi, with religious purpose but with the aa-
companiment of holiday features, and all that are preserved 
are but part of a long series of plays dealing with the events 
from the creation of the world to its final doom, the entire 
cycle being given in from one to three days • . Those available 
for study to-day are from. the York cycle, the Towneley, the 
Chester, and the Coventry. Closely eompared they are seen to 
be very similar in general outline, conforming r ather closely 
to the facts of Scripture and having the same general conception 
of the characters. Each, however; ~as genuine individuality, 
as can be readily ~discovered when analysis is made of its dramat~c 
structure, its dialogue, its characterization, its poetic form, 
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and its point of high interest. The York play and its double, 
the Towneley, exhibit the finest appreciation of dramatic values 
and the greatest fidelity to Scripture, the York play being 
superior as poetry. The Chester playwright has shown consider-
able skill in handling verse forms but less of flexibility, 
and his feeling for the dramatic in action is not as strong as 
his feeling for symmetry in form. The maximum of uniqueness 
is found in the Coventry play, in which the writer sho s a keen 
appetite for whatever ·it is that makes a good story as well as 
a great respect for the traditional teachings of the Church. 
On the whole, these early plays may be said to have been written 
and presented with a regard for truth seldom marred by the desire 
to popularize them. They impress us as being sincere in pur-
pose and, for the most part, marked by dignity and restraint. 
That this was not always the case is readily dis-
covered when one reads some of the other parts of these same 
cycles. Scenes less significant than those of the resurrection 
are sometimes enlivened with broad comedy amd filled with in-
cidents for which there is no warrant in the Bible. This was, 
no doubt, part of the reason for the Church's growing disapproval 
of them. But aside from prohibiting the clergy's participation 
in plays given under secular auspices the Romish church did 
comparatively little to discourage them. It was Protestant 
asceticism which condemned the Mysteries as relics of popish 
superstition, banned all theatrical performances as idle diver-
sions, and finally succeeded through political means in closing, 
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temporarily, all theatres. The result appears in the fact that 
from abmut 1600, when the last of the Mystery Plays was given, 
until about 1900, religion appeared to be antagonistic to drama. 
At this later time there began to appear on the secular stage 
the work of a few venturesome authors who dared to introduce 
religious motive and sacred characters into their work. Pre-
vious to this there had been sufficient relaxation in most church 
opposition to permit the amateur performance of secular plays 
under church auspices. The final stage in the renewal of friend-
liness between the drama and the church is at the present time 
peing entered, very timorously indeed and with large misgivings~ 
by the Protestant church in America. 
In spite of the large ~ifficulties put in the way of 
the literary artists who would deal with religious subjects 
in drama and serve the church with their best gifts, there have 
been produced three Resurrection plays of considerable merit 
which serge as way-showers: "Good Friday" by John Masefield; 
"The Terrible Meek" by Charles Rann Kennedy; and "Thy Kingdom 
Come" by Florence Converse. The first, a poetic drama of great 
beauty, has the objectivity and prompt action of the medieval 
Mystery. The second is strongly subjective~ suggesting the 
introspective method of the Digby play. The third combines 
these elements and adds the effectiveness of symbolism, besides 
introducing the most definite suggestion of the fact of the 
resurrection. Among the large number of amateurish efforts made 
from the practical viewpoint are two very serviceable plays hich 
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may be taken as types: "The Dawning" by Lyman Bayard, which 
uses a l arge number of participant s, covers a large range of 
Scripture events, and leans heavily on incidental music and 
group effects; and "The Rook", by Mary P. Hamlin, a drama with 
but six important characters, in which the constructive imagina-
tion plays a large part, and action and characterization are 
paramount. Besides these there is a vast number of loosely 
constructed pageants and semi-dramatic forms as well as some 
distinct ly mediocre plays which do the best they can with a 
subject which defies literal treatment and must be treated by the 
use of suggestion or symbolism in order to be acceptable to the 
modern mind. 
Thus f ar the artistic form of modern Resurrection drama 
a re not suitable for presentation in the average church and those 
which are suitable are not artist ic to any l a rge degree. As long, 
however, as both continue to be sincere and the drama strives 
continually to be a real servant of the church, there is no 
question as to the ultimate outcome. The child that was born 
on the altar will some day be welcomed back and given a permanent 
home aft er a period of exile in which both child and home have 
been losers. ~hen this reinstatement shall have taken plave 
there will not only be plays of true literary merit written for 
the vestry and given with all the stage adjuncts needed to make 
their message effective for the church-going , theatre-loving 
public. There will also be introduced into the church audito-
rium, into the regular worship service of Easter, some of the 
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essentially dramatic features which have been discarded by 
Protestantism with great loss to the beauty and significance 
of such services. The love for the picturesque, the appreciation 
of symbolic sign and movement, the reverent awe of the sanctu-
ary - these things wliich have been educated out of the Protest-
ant may be expected, at some distant day, to be restored by 
education. And the process is now in its initial stage. 
Through the popular pageant form which is gradually superseding 
the antique Sunday School program, Protestant churchgoers are 
being accustomed to the use of processional and color and sym-
bolism in the conveying of religious truth. In the forms still 
to come through the efforts of consecrated dramatic artists 
there will be demonstrated anew the peculiar fitness of the 
drama to serve the interests of the Church, and nowhere will it 
serve more effectively and appropriately than in its presenta-
tion of that which is in itself superbly dramatic, the story 
of the Resurrection. 
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